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Dear Reader,

Welcome to our 11th edition of ‘The Chronicle’ for the 2017-18 school 
year!

We live in a globally interconnected world where there is a vast 
explosure of population, knowledge and information since the late 
1900s. We are living in a very capitalistic world that is leaping over 
all boundaries and moving fast towards the unknown.

Due to these rapid changes old skills are becoming obsolete and 
there is a dire need to revamp existing skills and knowledge to meet 
the challenges of the new world.

So a question arises - should we combine stand alone subjects like 
History & Geography into one - Global Perspective that also includes 
Economics & Sociology? Should we combine Art & Design with the 
Sciences?

In view of these global trends, the schools has started make small 
incremental changes in this direction ... The Cambridge Examina-

tion Board is introducing new subjects like Global Perspective keeping in mind these changes.

- we’ve recently revamped the History syllabus to make it more Global and relevant (without sacrificing 
local/regional coverage)  - and will now start to move to integrate aspects of political science, sociology, envi-
ronment and law into it.  In the process, further stress will be put on thinking, analytical and presentation 
skills.

In this context, we are proud to say that our students independently organized the Tanarata-MUN where 
these sorts of topics are debated. More on this in the inside pages of this Chronicle. 

- we’ve recently introduced a subject call “Projects” where students are trained to use and combine various 
skills and knowledge to create something functional and useful to society. 

This year the Y 7,8,9 students have built a Wind turbine, a Hydro turbine, a, Aquaponic system, a Green-
house cooling system. It was awesome for us educators to see the kids use their artistic and digital 2-D and 
3-D computer design skills to design some of the above – using science and scientific principles in the plan-
ning, design, construction, operation and evaluation processes. And more importantly, the kids were excit-
ed they could do it. A huge confidence boost!

In the pages of  this years’ Chronicle, we showcase some of these projects. 

- we’ve had our Business students participate in the FedEx Trade Challenge where they prepared a Busi-
ness & Marketing Plan.   

Again, more on this inside these pages. 

We hope that by introducing change in this manner, we stay true to the principle of  ‘engaging, preparing 
and inspiring’ our students.

Charles Darwin once noted that it wasn’t the strongest who survived, it was the most adaptable who did.

So this would be our advise to our graduating batch this year. 

Before closing, I’d like to thank our dedicated teaching community we have here at Tanarata who have 
worked tirelessly to ensure that the school’s core values are imbibed by students through everyday practice. 
Together with an engaged parents body we will continue to work towards creating a more aware generation 
of people.

Thanks, are also due to the editorial team to compile this book of memories for you in time! It is a race 
against time, as they too are busy just like the rest of you taking part in the rest of the activities in school. 
They too have learnt to rely on each other and work effectively as a team... often with a dose of temper!

And finally, congratulations to our graduating batch of Tanaratians – the Class of 2017-18!

We hope you enjoy reading about us now, and again in the years ahead to rekindle memories...

Principal’s Note

Mrs Barn a l i  GuhaMrs Barn a l i  GuhaMrs Barn a l i  GuhaMrs Barn a l i  Guha
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 E����n� ��� po�i�i�� � s�ho�� c�pt��� 
f�� T�n�rat� wa� �� h�n�� f�� ��, i� wa� � 
w�n��r��� j������ �l�ng�i�� ��� ��e�ect��i�� 
bo�r� �n� g��� u� ��� ��p����i�� t� �ea�� ��� 
���n�i�� �n� �r�� a� �n���i�u�l�. Lea��n� ��� 
bo�r� �n� s�ho�� ����e� �� t� ����l�� ��� 
c�p����i�� � h�n���n� �e�p�n�����i��e�, I �ls� 
s����e� h�r� t� c�r�� ���� �u� ����� �e����n� 
t� ���� � g�o� fo�u� �� ���� a��ect� � �� s�ho�� 
�i�� .

 M��e����, lo���n� ba�� �n� ��������-
�n� ���� I �rs� w���e� �� ��� s�ho�� ���� , �i�k� 
�� � s�r�n� �����n� � nost�l�i� a� ����n� ��� 
�h�n�e� �ha� h��� t���� �la�� . I �� �� ��� t� 
��� h�� ��� s�ho�� ha� �r��� , a� s� h��� ��. 
Wha� m��e� i� m��� ��e�i�� i� �ha� i� i� � s�ho�� 
���� ��i��� �r�� ��� �es�. 

  T�n�rat� wa� �n� ���� ��w�y� �� � 
�ec�n� h��� ���r��n�e� �� ��� l��� �n� 
�nc��ra����n� � �� �ea���r� �n� ����nd�. I� i� 
�� �x������� �����-���e� �����n� t� �e� g�. 
T�r�u�� ��� �p� �n� d��n�, m��� ��m���e� 
�n� ����nd���p� h��� ���� ��ea�e� �ha� ���� 
f������ �� ����i��e�.

 O� � las� ���, I w��l� ���� t� �h��� ��� 
s�ho�� f�� ����n� �� ��� ������e�� t� �r�� �� 
���� �n� �����n� do�r� t� m��� ��p����i��e�. 
M� �ra�i�u�� t� ��� �ea���r�, ��� ���m��� �n� 
�ec�nd���, f�� �������n� �� �� �n� ��i��n� �� 
�r�� �� �rs� d�� �� �e�� 2 �� ���� �� las� d�� 
�� �e�� �1. T� ��� bat�� � 2018, f�� ���p���n� 
�� �n� ���n� � s��r�� � h�p���es� �n� l�u��-
���.

Th��� y�� T�n�rat� - �� A�m� Ma���!

Before my year as a Vice-school captain ends, I would like to 
thank everyone that has been a part of my high school years. 
Being elected as a Vice captain is a very big accomplishment 
for me.
 
My mother always told me that we should enjoy high school. 
I lived by her words and made the most out of my schooling 
years in Tanarata International School for the past 6 years, 
creating unforgettable memories which I will always hold 
close to my heart. Memories of us dancing on stage, memories 
of the plays like the Little Mermaid and of course memories 
of us having fun during class lessons. Who would want to 
forget these?

I am glad that our school has shown major improvement 
throughout all these years although the school is a small one. 
It may be small but it kept all the students really close togeth-
er, supporting each other through thick and thin. 

Finally, I would like to thank all the teachers who believed 
in me, guided me and shaped me into who I am today. 
Tanarata is not just an ordinary school but home to all of us. 
I would also like to say congratulations to the new captains, 
the prefects as well as the probates. They’ve been wonderful 
and it was an honour guiding them as their former vice 
captain. I hope that I was a figure that students looked up to 
and felt inspired by. As I end this chapter of my life and start 
another, I am positive that the good values instilled in me 
will help me greatly. 

Goodbye Tanarata. I will always remember you.

Captain

Ilhaam Muneer Babar
Vice Captain

Tan Li Nis
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 First of all, I would really like to thank Mrs Jairam, Ms Malathi, Ms Hiira and all the teachers, as well as the amazing 
and hardworking people in the Magazine Commi�ee for pu�ing in the time and e�ort to help create this year’s School magazine. 
My vote of thanks is to the Editorial Board of Brian Hwang (Co-editor), Keshav Rao (Head of Photography), Jeremey Lim (Head 
of Layouts) and, Mikhail Jethwani (Head of Reports and Articles) for their dedication towards the �awless completion of this 
magazine. 

 Who would have thought that creating a magazine could take so much e�ort? But thanks to the whole Magazine 
Commi�ee, we have managed to put together what we believe, is a wholesome review of various school events throughout the 
year, commendable pieces of work done by students from lower primary to upper secondary and link it with global incidents to 
recap a busy and exciting year. Though it was a great honour to lead this wonderful team, it was an even greater achievement for 
me to be part of such a beautiful project, surrounded by amazing people who are dedicated to their work. Without the guidance 
of the teachers and the e�ort by the students, the magazine would be no more than a stack of blank paper. 

Throughout this journey, I have learnt much, such as what it really means to be responsible, how it really feels to be in charge of 
such a large project and to cooperate successfully with my fellow Commi�ee members.
 
Working in the Editorial Board, my skills and knowledge have been honed. I learnt to be a good leader and a good organiser. Thank 
You.

Editorial Board

 Before anything else, I would like to thank Ms Malathi, Mrs Jairam and Ms Hira for guiding 
the magazine committee. Most of us, especially myself, were new to the committee, but under their 
amazing guidance, we were able to successfully create our 11th The Chronicle. I would also like to thank 
our team, especially our Editor Howard, Photographer Keshav, Writer Mikhail, and Designer Jeremey. 
Without them it would have been impossible to complete the magazine, as they were hardworking and 
cooperative. 
 When I was assigned to be the Co-Editor of this year’s Magazine Committee, my knowledge 
on designing and managing the team was shallow. However, with the supervision and help from our 
teachers, I was able to learn and develop the designing skills required, learnt great values such as leader-
ship, time management and cooperating with others. We, as a team, learnt how to delegate and divide 
the tasks according to our skills. The Job gave me the pressure and a sense of responsibility that we 
needed to finish everything by the given date.
 Thank you Tanarata. It was a beautiful learning experience.

 It gives me great pride, pleasure and honour to have been selected Co-Editor of this 
year’s Chronicle. It involved a great deal of work, dedication and time-management. 
Endless deadlines constantly hovered over my head and by hook or crook, had to be met. 
 Being a part of the Committee has allowed me to mingle more with my juniors. Espe-
cially, when it comes to delegating task and getting on their nerves for prompt submissions. 
Moreover, I have become more conscientious, I see that all my work is done with perfection 
and excellence. 
 A special thanks to Mrs Jairam, Ms Malathi and Ms Hira for their encouragement 
and, not forgetting, the unity and cooperation between the members of the committee that 
aided the accomplishment of this masterpiece. 

Editor

Liew Ho Yin Howard

Co-Editor

Hwang Juhan Brian

Co-Editor

Mikhail  Sital Jethwani

Sitting   Liew Ho Yin Howard, Ms Zaifeeda Zainul 
L to R :   Abidin, Pn. Mashuri Marzahan,  
   Mrs BarnaliGuha, Mrs Jairam, 
   Ms Hiramani Lall, Ms Malathi Ambulahu, 
   Hwang Juhan Brian

Standing   Lee Ai Ying Keesha, Ellysha Sashvinaa Nair
First Row :   Aparna Prasad, Dhilshara Rao Mathew,
   Maab Abdelazim Hussein, Anoushka Das

Standing   Keshav Prashant Rao, Mikhail Sital Jethwani,
Second Row :   Fabian Muhammad Reaz, Lai Yong Cheng 
   Vincent, Jeremy Lim Zheng Yuan, Tan Teong 
    Hee Tony
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Year 1A
2017-18

Amartyan Prakash Ananya Joshi

Hrishikesh Rana
Prakash Rana

Nazran AminaManasvi Sham
Kanneppady

Syed Arsalan
Ahmed

Tanuj Abhinav
Lanka

Umaiza Akhtar Yashvi Amol
Chougule

Saanvi Sharan
Shetty

Sammie Foong

Jeong Chaein Rahul
Mahendran

Kaeleb Aarav
Fernandez

Ms Anne Freeeman

Eryssa 
Mohd Nazrul

Ethan Tai Jia Him
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Year 1B
2017-18

Adam Rudi Herklots

Chelsea Janani James Chong Min Xuan
Clayton

Keshav Ari
Fernandez

Saw Xin YingNurul Azra Siri Purushotham Yashmitta 
Balasubramaniam

Lee E Jayne Navya Kannamma
Sri Kribanandan

Gnanasritha Reddy
Settipi

Gsanii Ekaa 
Saravanan

Ms Sakunthala Jeyaram

Arnav Nishanth
Chemmangattuvalappil

Chang Xong Han
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Aarush Baranwal

Ayan Tripathi Elliot Eathan Lim

Marvin SandhuLim Yu Han

Raahull NavindranNg E-Ern

Ryan Evra Ram

Ram Chinmaya 
Pranav Bharadwaj

Shenal Samiru
Karunapeli

Veeksha Vasudev

Rehaan Ali

Zaphenath
Daquiz Pollicar

Mohd Abdelazim
Hussein Mohd. Osman

Mohd. Zayan Faizul
Mohamed

Elya Edry Julian Asher Daniel

Abhishika Choudhury Alysha Lie Yu YinAda Asif

Year 2A
2017-18

Ms Maureen Hussein
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Aarav Anderson Ajinkya Amol
Sawaikar

Jarreth Wan 
Chung Ing

Maria Emas A
Bashehab

Orlando Ferris
Polko

Nina George

Swara Keluskar

Pugazh Felicia
Immanuvel

Thaenusyaa
Thavaraj

Reyansh Spoorthi
Devaramane

Yap Him Yap Soon Wei

Mohd. Irfan Faeq
Mohd Fitri

Meha Sithara
Suresh

Muhd. Firdaus
Mohd Fathil

Keisha Gupta Kush Gupta Lim Huie Ernn

Allegra Teoh 
Li Xuan

Branden Ezra ram

Year 2B
2017-18

Ms Adrienne Josef
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Abhiynesh Nair
Ramakrishnan

Deeksha Sura Duncan Chow Qi 
Feng

Haley Ngeow Hsin
Ying

Hana Norhafiz

Sai Chiranjeev
Divyesh

Mohammed
Farzan Khan

Tanvi Jeevan
Shetty

Sophia Enriquez
Sahurda

Terrance Lee
Hong Ze

Tisha Sereta Ram

Surhuthee
Doraisingam

Wong Yut Wil

Joshua Ethan
Yogendran

Kashhveii
Mayuren

Elena Hosseini Gobindra Dev Prasad
Rabindra Dev Prasad

Al Moid Amin Daania Nadyne
Hartanto

Ayden Joshua 
Edmonds

Year 3A
2017-18

Ms Seema Dodwad
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Abhignya Evangeline
Pitla

De Ashmen Anissh
Vijaya Kumar

Khok Ti ShengKanishka Devi
Kumarvel

Mahaveer Singh
Jaspaljeet Singh

Mahealani Putu
Hood

Nysa Sharkavi
Bilal

Nikhel Kumar
Krishna Kumar

Tanish Aditya
Lanka

Rebecca 
Polachirackal

Umar Syafiq
Muhd. Kamal

Shawn Vinnesh
Maheswaran

Vijit Mishra Yeong Kai Neng
Gabriel

Md Tanzim Hossain
Samin

Muhd. Ingkubharata
Diaz

Lee E Jay Lim Han Son

Jo Chai YuHariponmahalakshmi
Deepak

Year 3B
2017-18

Ms Deepa Lakhiani
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Akshainie
Somanadhan

Asyanur Fauzana
Muhd. Fauzan

Bliss Khoo Kang
Zheng

Lakshman
Logaswaran

Kaeshen Raj
Sivananda Raj

Rachelann Marie
Hashini

Manisha Shriya

Safreen

Raja Stefan
Andreas Fuad

Salwa Aisyah
Hartanto

Saket Sampathkumar
Sabbineni

Shafi Zain

Rayyan Muneer
Babar

Tiffany
Manivannan

Lakshman
Mohan

Lim Ni Hui
Catillia

Chan Myae Thazin Chang Pei Xuan

Alana Michaela
Saldanha

Akshath Manesh Anshul Bangalore
Aratish

Ankita

Year 4A
2017-18

Ms Latha Sreedharan
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Abigail Carolyn
Chelliah

Akkash Dharren
Rej

Cordelia Jasmin
Polko

Bhargav Rana
Prakash Rana

Irene Rhea

Nimanpreet Singh
Arora

Luke Neel
Kavanagh

Sanjiive
Balasubramaniam

Raehan Oliver 
Ahmad Mohd Sabbir

Shanice Lee En Yi

Raffidz Zachary
Soh

Sherisa Joji Sonakshi Sharma

Jerald Tan Yit HonJack Chai Jie Kohana Singh

Dhanush Gopinath Erica Yong Jing
Lynn

Goh Xin Tian

Anastasia
Manivannan

Anushka Visuvan

Year 4B
2017-18

Ms Mousumi Nigam
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Ariana Marie
Jayasuria

Christopher Yip

Naga Pranav
Patcha

Meheira Rao
Mathew

Sai Amritha SindhuSaba Khosroyar Sai Sreejan Varma
Penmetsa

Samaira Marcelle
Gomez

Tegjot Singh
Walia

Pralhad Narayan
Shanbhag

Putri Inaara
Nadine Belfield

Krishan
Tiliampalam

Clarissa Chandani
Christopher

Lim Jay Yen
Alyssa

Arya Kuhan Chong Kai SzeChan Jay Keith

Year 5A
2017-18

Ms Devi Punitham
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Aayan Ali Siddiqui Adam Danial Taan

Chong Kai Jun

Jennifer Jegan

Sanjyanaa RageshPharasuraama
Perumal

Thej DheerenTan Wei Xian Vrinda Sehgal

Lara Prashanti
Kunalan

Jonathan Asher
Yogendran

Lee Ai Mei
Treisha

Daksha Malatesh
Nagammanavar

Erin Danya
Fabian

Elizabeth Ivanka
Ram

Alyssa Lee Pei Lin Chaanvii Mayuren

Year 5B
2017-18

Ms Jasmin Ashraf Ali
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Aadhir Vivek
Jambunathan Balajee

Ahil Asif

Joshua Ka-Hoong
Wong

Ng Jia Jie
Jason

Muhammad Shaik
Mohiddin

Tai Jia Soon
Shawn

Syaira Zain Xia Haoran Zachary Teh
Rui Ming

Nyla Norhafiz Shelly Zain

Kaitleen Natacha
Dye

Kavish Satchinad

Edward Sarvesh
Maheswaran

Anissha
Balasubramaniam

Year 6A
2017-18

Ms Hiramani Lall
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Abhishek Samuel
Pitla

Harshini Muthiah Leyshviniya
Asokkumar

Ng Juen Yie
Ethan

Navya Neermal
Khanna

Yap Soon YoungRaja Karl
Alexander Fuad

Yeoh Wei Xiang
Jake

Zaina Amir

Nurin Amina Tan Perry Wong
Hsien Ee

Lyan Talal Ameen
Al-Hemyari

Asfaq Luthfiya
Kuthubtheen

Ariff Fauzan
Muhd. Fauzan

Cassandra Lee Yan
Cheng

Year 6B
2017-18

Dr Shalini Sree Kumar
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Aaditya Amol
Sawaikar

Amrithavarshini
Vellaiyan

Arvind Mohan

Divyia NeufeldChung Yan Bin

Loghan Raj
Sivananda Raj

Lam Cher Sze
Chelsea

Presha Ganesan

Lwin Phone
Khant

Sai Sanjita
Selvam

Zain Joji

Megan Chow
Yen-Tung

Maia Norhafiz

Zoharin Amina

Gan Wei Siang Lai Yong Jun
Eugene

Ashley Lee Pei En Cho Hanseul
Sally

Aarthi Elayna
Fernandez

Alesha Iman
Mohammed Faiz

Aarushi Mehrotra

Year 7A
2017-18

Ms Teh Faezah
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Andrew Alexander
Armstrong-Thoo

Ang Wan Qi

Goh Hao Xuan

Lay Kye Xern Liew Ji Tao
Thomas

Nyle Sharkavi
Bilal

Ng Tze Yee
Vernese

Sharifah Fadilah
Syed Azlan

Reona Chatterjee

Tiffany Wong
Weng Yan

Ryan Chan
Jian You

Venkat Vaarshith
Mantry

Zara Ali

Mohd. Huzaifah
Warsi

Maryam Shaik
Mohiddin

Ng E-Jing

Jong Qin Vern Kaustubh Singh
Naulia

Kumkum
Yogeshdutt Joshi

Belinda Sarah
Dendawacana

Felicia Ang

Year 7B
2017-18

Ms Nina Manocha
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Aadvika
Raghavendra Dodwad

Anishveren
Mogan

Cyrus Krish
Christophe

Harish Krishna
Ramanathan

Megan Lee
Ker Min

Manav Sital
Jethwani

Precious
Fernandez

Mohamed Aiman
Faizul Mohamed

Sai Varenya
Patkar

Rhea Khandhar Vipul Kumar

Muhd. Keywafiata
Diaz

Kiran Raj
Raj Kumar

Hemisha 
M. Ganesh Kumar

Loke Kah Yan

Dhrriti Asokkumar H.S.V. Thanmaya
Bharadwaj Puvvada

Belle Khoo Qi Belle Khoo Qi

Year 8A
2017-18

Ms Farah Hanan
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Abhulasha
Choudhury

Ang Wei Bo

Asmath RamizaAshta Vyshnavi
Rej

Krish Gobindram
Chandnani

Ian Sua Li Ze

Lovern Chong
Tian Xin

Liew Jiien Suey

Saw Ming Way

Loh Xiao Xuan

Tai Jia Herng
Jerry

Yaaswini Thiagi

Evann Matthew
Gomez

Erryshca SharmaCho Wonhee
Kai

Brandon Ariff
Putra Belfield

Cezorio J. Konsoh

Annabel DingAnkitha Manesh

Year 8B
2017-18

Mr Anthony Mark
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Ananya Sai Avvari Benedict Hii
Pey Jyet

Dhilshara Rao
Mathew

Edylia Edry

Jo KatoJeremy Michael
Marian

Mohamed ShaafiLee Ai Ying
Keesha

Resyifa Mahayu Diaz

Muhammad Aiman
Sahharon

Ryusei Lay Lit
Tsen

Shivaraam
Sanjeev Kumar

Muhammad Indira
Anky

Yap Ming Yang

Joel Mathew
Fernandez

Kangadharan
Gopinath

Ellice Low
Jia Yee

Fabian Muhammad
Reaz

Ismar Eriza
Allya Ismail

Chan Nickee Chang Pei Hua

Year 9A
2017-18

Ms Norazlin Arshad
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Aaron Lie Hsu Fa

Aparna PrasadAnoushka Das

Ian Choo
Xin Zhe

Maab Abdelazim
Hussien Mohd. Osman

Lai Yong Cheng
Vincent

Safia Zain

Nabil Mutasim

Steve Lee Zi Hao

Natasha Noor Aziz Nathan Melech
Saldanha

Yeong Jer-Rick Yeong Wing Yan
Zoe

Jung Wonyoung
Bobby

Jasdeep Singh
Walia

Karina Kong
Yi Zhen

Choo Herng Jian Cristen Ng Mei Ann Ellysha
Sashvinaa Nair

Abdul Malik Ang Kheng YenAlishbah Amir

Year 9B
2017-18

Mr TamilSelvan
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Caitlin Ng
Mei Lyn

Cho Yoonhee
Eleanor

Keshav Prashant
Rao

Md Jahin Zawad Mikhail Sital
Jethwani

Mariam Hesham
Ahmed Zaki Elkadi

Radhika Sehgal Selva Ganesan Tan Teong Hee
Tony

Yuvan Raj

Mrinalini
Shrither

Ng Wen Qin
Henry

Lee Gyeongha Liew Ho Yin
Howard

Loh Xiao Ting

Ishita Logaswaran Justin Chong
Ker Jie

Jeremy Lim
Zheng Yuan

Year 10A
2017-18

Ms Rema Devi
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Chang Pei Yit

Hwang Juhan
Brian

Liew Lii Hao

Ng Wey Yee
Valerie

Ng Jia Cheng
Brandon

Sam Zi Yang
Vincent

Roha Ali Thanushaa
Ganesh

Shakkthi Kamales Wong Feng Zhen
Karen

Rashish Singh Reyashni M. Raja

Lim Zi Bin
Bryan

Najwa Inaya
Hartanto

Muhammad
Shahrish Islam

Chloe Hazlin
Mortlock

Feanor Ridzuan
Zainal Abidin

Dhruvi Atul
Parmar

Year 10B
2017-18

Ms Sandhya Nagar
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Adyatma Adam 
Prayoga

Mah Xin Sheng
Daniel

Ilhaam Muneer
Babar

Nidhi Malatesh
Nagammanavar

Afaq Khaliq

Mary Lynn Grace
Chin

Noah Aiman
Mohammed Faiz

Cho Keonwoo
David

Kaaviya Selvam

Sahand Ehteshami

Farida Hesham
Ahmed Zaki Elkadi

Nahla Iftesham
Hannan

Madhav Khandhar

Sharifah Farisah
Syed Azlan

Mohammed Apsar
Kuthubtheen

Lynea Rehan

Sam Xuan Ning
Vanessa

Year 11A
2017-18

Ms Kamalini Achan
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Anjan Guha

Kireshma Ragesh

Haresh Rohan
Manimakudom

Shri Avienash
Kumaran

Avvari Sai Divya

Nicole Lee
Ker Shi

Harjoth Singh
Walia

TAn Li Nis

Carine Chong
Ker Ying

Ratul Chatterjee

Irene Sandra
Fabian

Thian Shan You

Ethan Navin
Ponnudurai

Kareem Nicolas

Zara Louise
Chitty

Dharini Murugiah

Shreyas Gokul

Jeremy Kuan
Zi Onn

Vidhurya Balajee

Year 11B
2017-18

Ms Sindhu Nair
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Year 12
2017-18

Year 13
2017-18

Lee Dong-Ha

Mah Xin Qi, 
Abram

Jerrica Kuan Zi Teng
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Primary prefects
2017-18

Shelly Nihara Karunapeli, Jennifer Jegan, Ms Jasmin Ashraf, Mrs Barnali Guha, Ms Anne 

Freeman, Ms Hiramani Lall, Meheira Rao Mathew, Chaanvii Mayuren

Syaira Zain, Cordelia Jasmin Polko, Cassandra Lee Yan Cheng, Harshini Muthiah, Anissha 

Balasubramaniam, Alana Michaela Saldanha

Ng Jia Jie Jason, Tai Jia Soon Shawn, Tan Wei Xian, Muhammad Shaik Mohiddin, Pralhad 

Narayan Shanbhag, Yeoh Wei Xiang Jake, Tegjot Singh Walia, Aadhir Vivek Jambunathan

Balajee, Raja Stefan Andreas Fuad

First Row
Sitting L to R

Second Row
Standing L to R

Third Row
Standing L to R
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secondary prefects
2017-18

Dharini Murugiah, Nahla Iftesham Hannan, Ilhaam Muneer Babar, Mrs Barnali Guha, 

Mr Gopalakrishnan, Tan Li Nis, Adyatma Adam Prayoga, Thian Shan You

Ng Jia Cheng Brandon, Kaaviya Selvam, Shakkthi Kamales, Cho Yoonhee Eleanor, Vidhurya

Balajee, Nicole Lee Ker Shi, Radhika Sehgal, Najwa Inaya Hartanto, Wong Feng Zhen Karen,

Keshav Prashant Rao

Muhammad Shahrish Islam, Tan Teong Hee Tony, Lim Zi Bin Bryan, Hwang Juhan Brian, 

Jeremy Kuan Zi Onn, Jeremy Lim Zheng Yuan, Ethan Navin Ponnudurai, Mikhail Sital 

Jethwani, Liew Ho Yin Howard, Afaq Khaliq

First Row
Sitting L to R

Second Row
Standing L to R

Third Row
Standing L to R
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support staff
2017-18

security personnel
2017-18

Pn Emos, Ms Novita, En Muhamd Hadi, En Anwar Hosen, En Muhammad Pir, En Sagir, 

En Jafar, Ms Elaverasi Manickam, Pn Muslimah

Mr Muniandy Ponnusamy, Mr Puspanathan Sundaraju, Mr Nermel Singh, 

Mr Arumugam Subramiam, Mr Murugan Subramaniam

From L to R

From L to R
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Badminton

Badminton is 
one of the most popular 
game among all ECAs. Stu-
dents from different levels take 
part in this ECA. It is held every Mon-
day and Wednesday for the secondary and 
primary students, respectively. 

At the end of the term the students par-
ticipate in inter-house matches. Badmin-
ton is a worthwhile sport as it offers stu-
dents a chance to release their stress and 
along with that, derive stamina to help 
them in other sports.

Here are some results from the Inter-house 
badminton results.

Primary Girls: 1st Place won by Alyssa Lei Pei Lin 
– Year 5B (Vikings), 2nd Place won by Cassandra 
Lee Yan Cheng – Year 6B (Harappans), 3rd Place 
won by Nurin Aminta Tan – Year 6B (Harappans) 
and the 4th Place won by Syaira Zain – Year 6A 
(Romans).

Secondary Girls: 1st Place won by Ashley Lee Pei 
Ann – Year 7A (Vikings), 2nd Place won by Lovern 
Chong Tian Xin – Year 8B (Harappans), 3rd Place 
won by Yaaswini Thiagi – Year 8B (Harappans) 
and the 4th Place won by Cristen Ng Mei Ann – 
Year 9B (Romans).

Primary Boys (Team): 1st Place won by Harap-
pans, 2nd Place won by Romans, 3rd Place won 

by Vikings.

Secondary Boys (Team): 1st Place won by 
Vikings, 2nd Place won by Romans, 3rd 
Place won by Harappans.

There was a lot of excitement and com-
petitive spirits during the practice ses-
sions as well as during the inter house 
tournaments as they challenged each 
other. The roar of cheer that went up 
every time  the winners were announced 

was a sure testimony of their joy and en-
thusiasm in this sport.

By Aparna Prasad, Year 9B 
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Basket
ball

Basketball is 
conducted every Tuesday 
and Friday after school, under 
the guidance of Coach Francis.
 
Mr. Francis starts the class with a warm-
up session of two rounds around the court. 
After that, the students are organised 
into teams and begin their drills with drib-
bling, shooting, running, aiming and jump-
ing. 

Basketball is a social sport which helps in 
the development of teamwork and commu-

nicative skills. They are encouraged to dis-
cuss strategies with other teammates. Many 

of the students look forward for the matches 
that are enjoyed towards the end of the session, 
mostly because, the feeling of glory is loved to be 
felt!

The player with outstanding skills is Henry Ng 
(Year 10A). 

The Best players : Div A – Adyatma Adam Prayo-
ga (11A), Henry Ng (10A), Haresh Rohan (11B). 
Div B – Nathan Melech (9B), Steve Lee (9B), 
Kangadharan Gopinath (9A). 

Div C – Tan Wei Xian (5B), Adam Danial Tan 
(5B), Abhishek Samuel (6B).

The students look forward to the annual 
inter house competitions when there is 
so much enthusiasm and frenzy not only 
among the players but also among the 
supporters of each house. This year’s 
winners are for Div A is Vikings, Div B is 
Harappans and for Div C is Vikings.

By Mikhail Sital Jethwani, Year 10A 
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BRowni
es

T h i s 

ECA is conducted 

every Wednesday and is run 

by Ms Iman and supervised by Ms 

Adrienne. Currently there are 6 students 

in this ECA. They create crafts, gifts and 

art pieces for different occasions. They 

learn skills involving knives and scaling 

trees. Other than that, they conduct out-

door and indoor activities, scavenger hunts 

and tree climbing. 

One student, Saba, said that she feels this 

ECA is very interesting. She has been attending 

this ECA for 2 years now and Ms Iman teach-

es them a lot of different, new and interesting 

things. This ECA is very beneficial to a student as 

it teaches them how to survive in the wilderness 

and also teaches them  arts and crafts skills.

Students who are in this movement are Saba 

Khosroyar (5A), Samaira Marcelle Gomez (5A), 

Salwa Aisyah Hartanto (4A), Asyanur Fauza-

na (4A) and Surhuthee Doraisingam (3A), 

By Ellysha Sashvinaa Nair , Year 9B
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Cooki
ng and Baking

The Cooking and 
Baking ECA is conduct-
ed every Monday. This ECA is 
opened to the Upper Primary stu-
dents and conducted by Ms Faezah.This 
was a fun filled exercise. The students 
were absolutely thrilled to be trying their 
hands in something- a domain where they 
are not allowed to venture most of the 
times at home.Their excitement in dipping 
their hands in dough making, using kitchen 
gadgets to cut, and and  fry and bake was 
boundless. 

To keep their enthusiasm up all the time, 
this Academic year the Cooking and Baking 

ECA was theme-based for each term. For 
Term One the theme was International Cui-

sine. The students were excited to learn to 
make English Cheese-Stuffed Potatoes, Sar-
awak Kek Batik, and Moroccan Chicken Couscous 
among others.

In Term Two the theme was Fun Dishes. The stu-
dents created their own Sushi, did their own top-
ping for their pizzas, and tried their dough-knead-
ing skills for perfectly crumbly scones. 

In Term Three the students were introduced to 
everyday easy cooking. They made rich cheesy Mac 
and Cheese, Feel-good Chicken Broth and Any-
one-can-do Choc-Chip Cookies.

The students who participated are: Year 4 
Abigail Chelliah, Safreen, Cordelia Polko, Man-

isha Shriya, Asyanur Fauzana, Rachelann 
Hashini, Goh Xin Tian, Sonakshi Sharma, 
Kohana Singh . – Year 5: Putri Nadine, 
Clarissa Chandani, Erin Danya, Saba 
Khosroyar, Treisha Lee .  Luthfiya Ku-
thubtheen, Year 6: Zaina Amir, Josh-
ua Wong, Kaitleen Natacha, Harshini 
Muthiah, Lyan Talal .

Cleanliness and safety were constantly 
practised in the kitchen.

By Anoushka Das, Year 9B
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Dance

T h i s 

ECA is open to 

all primary students of all 

levels. Equal opportunities are given 

to all students to showcase their talents 

in the art of dancing. It gives children a 

very artistic and aesthetic approach to-

wards this wonderful form of culture.

The ECA is held every Monday and Wednes-

day by Ms. Tan. She teaches students to nur-

ture their inner dancing skill. She starts her 

lessons with fun warm up activities to get the 

kids interested and then a few rhythmic steps. 

The benefits of this ECA is that it increases the 

coordinating skills of students. They really enjoy 

the warm up activities that are conducted as it is 

both fun and helps build their skills.

The students who joined this ECA are Sammie 

Foong – Year 1A, Alysha Lie Yu Yin, Ng E-Ern, 

Ada Asif from Year 2A, Allegra Teoh Li Xuan 

– Year 2B and Thanvi Shetty – Year 3A.

By Anoushka Das, Year 9B
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Fine 
ARts Club

Run by Ms Feeda, 
Fine Arts Club is aimed to 
provide students with exposure 
in various skills such as creative art, 
visual art, aesthetics, imaginative ap-
proaches and intellectual content. 

The students did ‘explored artwork’ titled, 
‘Superheroes’ (acrylic on canvas board), ‘Koi 
Fish’ (acrylic on canvas board, panel style), 
‘cat’s eye’ (charcoal drawing), Pop Art Face 
(acrylic painting on canvas, Pop Art Style) and 
3D Face (clay sculpture). Outstanding stu-
dents throughout the process are Safia Zain 

– year 9B, Megan Lee Ker Min – year 8A, Evann 
Matthew Gomez – year 8B, Cezorio J. Konsoh 

– year 8B.

The students experiment and explore using the va-
riety of media such as charcoal, clay, and acrylic on a 

canvas board. They also learned how to communicate 
through visual and tactile form. There was the birth 

of new talents and special skills during this learning 
sessions.

Recently, almost all Fine Art Club members has been 
selected to participate in the Malaysia Top 10 Out-
standing Young Artists Awards 2018, Round 1 on-the-
spot competition conducted by The One Academy (Art 
College). They’ll attend the Round 2 on-the-spot compe-
tition on 21st July 2018 at Sunway Pyramid Convention 
Centre. Congratulations Fine Art Club members! They 
are Annabel Ding – Year 8B, Belle Khoo Qi – Year 8A, 
Cezorio J. Konsoh – Year 8B, Evann Matthew Gomez 
– Year 8B, Hemisha M. Ganesh Kumar – Year 8A, 
Liew Jien Suey – Year 8A, Loke Kah Yan – Year 8A, 
Megan Lee Ker Min – Year 8A, Natasha Noor Aziz 

– Year 9B and Safia Zain – Year 9B.

These are indeed proud moments for our stu-
dents, teachers and the school as a whole – 
we have unearthed so much of hidden talents 
and have gained recognition on a wider plat-
form.

Fine Arts Club has clearly made a major con-
tribution to the ECA choices provided in our 
school. Students from all artistic background 
thoroughly enjoy this experience.

By Ellysha Sashvinaa Nair, Year 9B
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Footb
all

Football is offered 
as an ECA on multiple days 
of the week for multiple age 
groups due to its overwhelming pop-
ularity amongst most of the students of 
Tanarata. Coach Kumar, Mr Rashidi, Mr Sel-
vam and sometimes Mr Michael are the main 
instructors in charge of football.
 
Different drills include, passing, controlling, 
dribbling and finishing drills. For passing drills, 
50% of the students will be positioned on ei-
ther side of the field, passing a ball which is 
given while perpetually jogging in random direc-
tions around half of the field. Most students 

look forward towards a fruitful, entertaining 
and thrilling match which takes place towards 

the end of the session. The school teams have 
participated in numerous inter school tournaments 

held either in our school grounds or in other schools. 
They have had mixed results but their enthusiasm 
remains at its highest.

We had many different matches like inter-house 
matches, some tournaments like BBFC Under 10 at 
Bukit Bandaraya, Bangsar, Karnival Bolasepak Sa-
habat Bola Bangi Under 9 at Sungai Chua, Kajang, 
Melaka MBMB Mayor Cup Under 12 at Stadium Tun 
Fatimah, Melaka and TiS 2nd Annual Soccer Tourna-
ment in our school. We also had few inter-school friendly 
football matches where we played against Wira Semeny-
ih Under 10 & 12 in our school, Triangular Meet Under 
9 & 11 with Pro Harimau Ampang and ABTL Kajang, 
PKNS FC at PKNS, Kelana Jaya. 

We have identified some outstanding football players 
such as Under 12 – Adam Danial Tan (Year 5B), Ariff 
Fauzan (Year 6B), Under 10 – Terrance Lee Hong 

Ze (Year 3A), Jack Chai Jie (Year 4B) and Under 
8 – Kush Gupta (Year 2B), Jarreth Wan Chung 
Ing (Year 2B).

Our inter-house Division C outstanding stu-
dents are Tegjot Singh Walia (Year 5B) - Vi-
kings, Muhammad Shaik Mohiddin (Year 6A) 
– Harappans and Adam Danial Tan (Year 
5B) – Romans.

Our students are die hard fans of football, 
seen by the number of participants regis-
tering for this activity. At any one time the 
boys and girls are out on the field kicking the 

ball and honing their skills. The sport is part 
of their  life and Tanarata gives them ample 

opportunity to play and horse around,whether in 
fun or in serious competitions.

By Mikhail Sital Jethwani, Year 10A 
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KaRate

Karate is a ben-
eficial and dynamic sport 
taught by Mr Puvan. This is an 
excellent type of sport which helps 
the students become stronger, more fo-
cused, active and helps you to stay fit. It 
teaches students self-discipline and social-
ization skills as an addition.

This ECA is held every Thursday in the 
Multi Purpose Hall. Karate is an Asian sys-
tem of unarmed combat using the hands 

and feet. This ECA is open for all years in 
Tanarata. 

These students went for a Karate tournament 
in Term II and Prithika from Year 5 won a gold 
medal . The rest of the Karate students who 
were awarded their belts are as follows : 
White Belt: Amartyan Prakash (1A), Chang 
Xong Han (1B) .Yellow Belt : Jerald Tan Yit Hoon 
(4B), Navya Kannamma (1B) Blue Belt: Daksha 
Malatesh Nagammanavar (5B), Arya Kuhan (5A) 
Purple Belt, De Ashmen Anissh (3B), Brown Belt: 
Rachelann Marie Hashini (4A). and Mahaveer Sin-
gh (3B).

The students are proud f their achievements 
and all geared to go up the ladder i.e to reach 

higher grades in karate.

By Arya Kuhan, Year 5A
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Model
 United Nations

M U N 
is an education-
al simulation or academic 
activity in which students can 
learn about diplomacy, international 
relations, and the United Nations. Mr. Afif 
Ridhwan Roslan conducts debates and mini 
MUN conferences. 

Students who have participated in MUN 
have shown a stark improvement in lead-
ership skills and confidence. During MUN 
conferences they have had opportunities 

to practise research, public speaking and ne-
gotiation. Many of our students are excelling 

in this field and are well known names in the 
MUN circle.

The sudents have participated in conferences 
held in Garden International School, Nexus Inter-
national School, Brickfields Asia College to name a 
few.

Many students have been winning awards for Best 
Delegate. Some of them are Kareem Nicholas – 
Year 11B, Madhav Khandhar – Year 11A, Irene 
Sandra Fabian – Year 11B, Farida Hesham – Year 
11A, Mariam Hesham – Year 10A, Cho Yoonhee 
Eleanor – Year 11A to name a few.

The whole activity has provided a wonder-
ful experience for students to think on the 
spot, argue logically, research for new ide-
as and to socialise with others from var-
ious schools.The last MUN seesion held 
in September 2017,has fired them up 
to organise and hold more such debates 
with our school as a host.

By Mikhail Sital Jethwani, Year 10A 
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Robot
ics

T h i s 
ECA is held every 
Monday in the schools 
science lab as it provides am-
ple space for every student to cre-
ate his own robotic masterpiece. Ro-
botics is a great way to get the child’s 
creative juices flowing.

Students participating in this ECA for 
this year are Joshua Ka-Hoong Wong of 
class 6A, Pharasuraama Perumal of class 
5B, Christopher Yip of class 5A, Khok Ti 
Sheng of class 3B and Raahul Navindran 
of class 2A.

The students do not work as individuals in 
the robotics ECA, but rather in groups. They 

are given various tasks to complete each 
week, some of these tasks may only require 1 
session whereas others may take up to 2 or 
maybe even 3 weeks to finish. The students 
must design, build and program a robot to com-
plete this assigned task. Different tasks such 
as building the robot and programming are usu-
ally assigned to different people within the group 
dependant on their experience levels and the com-
plexity of the task. These tasks range from pro-
gramming a robot to identifying a colour, building 
a catapult, designing a fighting robot, or even to 
escape a small maze. 
Students use two main types of programming, 
dependant on their experience level. The ‘older’ 
or more experienced students tend to use a mod-
ule-based programming language. Whereas the 
‘newer’ students use a form of brick program-
ming.

However, if there are enough students 
within each level, then students of that 
level will usually be grouped together, 
each group pitted against one another to 
see who has built the better robot for 
completing the task. The winners are 
usually given a small prize that ranges 
from a T-shirt to some chocolates.

 This learning experience provided a lot 
of fun and at the same time opened 
their eyes to the importance of creativi-
ty and cooperation. They were astounded 

to see what can be formed in robotics- an 
useful lesson for the future.

By Anoushka Das, Year 9B
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Athle
tics

Athletics 
is quite a benefi-
cial ECA, which helps stu-
dents build up stamina and it acts 
as a stress releaser from a long day’s 
hard-work at school. 

Mr Anbarassu, the coach, trained the stu-
dents that were participating in some of the 
events for Sports Day. 

Students who joined this ECA are Lovern 
Chong – won shot putt Div B (1st place);
 Ashley Chelliah  – won shot putt Div B (2nd 

place), Maryam Shaik Mohiddin – won shot putt 
Div B (3rd place). Muhammad Shaik Mohiddin 

won a number of different medals for Div C – long 
jump (3rd place), 200m (2nd place), 400m (2nd 

place). Tiffany Wong won two medals for Div B – 
200m (2nd place), 400m (4th place). Arif Fauzan 

won few medals for Div C – 100m (1st place), 400m 
(1st place), long jump (1st place). 

Jennifer Jegan also won medals for Div C girls in the 
following events – 1500m (1st place), 800m (1st place), 
400m (1st place). Tan Wei Xian – 800m (4th place);
 Ashta Vyshnavi  Div B – 400m (4th place), Annabel 
Ding Div B – 400m (5th place) and  Asyanur Fauzan 
Div D – 80m (1st place).

The rest of the members participated on sports day 
though they did not win medals. They are Megan Lee 
(8A), Aadvika Dodwad (8A), Manav Jethwani (8A), 
Erryshca Sharma (8B), Liew Jiien Suey (8B), Kum 

Kum (7B), Zaina Amir (6B), Goh Xin Tian (4B), 
Aarushi Mehrotra (7A), Cho Wonhee Kai (8B), 

Presha Ganesan (7A), Megan Chow Yen-Tung 
(7A), Aadhir Vivek (6A), Dhanush Gopenath 
(4B), Sai Sreejan (5A), Chelsea Lam (7A) 
and Saw Ming Way (8B).

The students have gained a lot in this activ-
ity. Many of them were medal winners but 
the rest of the athletes should be credited 
for participating and putting their training 
to good use. Congrats to all winners and well 
done to all participants.

By Mikhail Sital Jethwani, Year 10A 
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Spe
ech a

nd DRama

Speech 
and Drama ECA 
offers its students in 
helping them build confidence, 
self-esteem, social skills and conversa-
tional ability. This ECA takes place every 
Wednesday at 2.15pm, just after school, 
for around an hour or so. It is led by Miss 
Lorna, who starts off with words of the 
same sound, a literary technique known as 
alliteration and assonance. 

Jo Chai Yu, Md Tanzim Hossain Samin, Md 
Ingkubharata Diaz, Umar Syafiq Md Kamal, 

and Yeong Kai Neng Gabriel from Year 3B, 
Tanvi Jeevan Shetty – Year3A, Alana Michae-

la Saldanha – Year 4A, Zachary The – Year 6A, 
Raja Karl Andreas Fuad – Year 6B are our lead 
artists in the ECA, Speech and Drama.

We have known the above mentioned children over 
a period of few years and we perceive each child 
is talented and outstanding in their own stride. 
We have admired their acting skills and expression 
thoroughly.

The Speech & Drama ECA faculty has already 
designed a play title – “The Big Picture” to be 
showcased on 12th July 2018 @ 8am in the 
MPH. Honestly, We are looking forward to yet 

another round of creativity, showmanship 
and the ingenuity of our young skilful artist 
to unveil and present themselves before 
an audience.

The students have gained a lot of confi-
dence in public speaking and are eager to 
exhibit their talents in acting on stage.

By Mikhail Sital Jethwani, Year 10A 
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Table T
ennis

Table Tennis 
is a beneficial activity 
because it improves hand-eye 
coordination, develops mental sharp-
ness, burns calories, and is very relaxing. 
There have been numerous inter house 
tournaments in school and and these have 
been enthralling experience for both par-
ticipants and spectators. There is always 
the fighting spirit to excel each other and 
also to win points for the House.

We had some inter-house table tennis com-
petition and our winners are for Primary Girls 

- 1st Place won by Alyssa Lee Pin Lin (Vikings), 
2nd Place won by Cassandra Lee Yan Cheng 

(Harappans), 3rd Place won by Zaina Amir 
(Harappans), and the 4th Place won by Syaira 
Zain (Romans).

Primary Boys - 1st Place won by Tan Wei Xian 
(Harappans), 2nd Place won by Jake Yeoh Wei 
Xiang (Harappans), 3rd Place won by Perry Wonog 
Hsien (Romans), and the 4th Place won by Aadhir 
Vivek (Harappans).

Secondary Girls - 1st Place won by Loh Xiao Ting 
(Romans), 2nd Place won by Ellysha Sashvinaa 
Nair (Romans), 3rd Place won by Radhika Seh-

gal (Romans), and the 4th Place won by Loh 
Xiao Xuan (Harappans).

Secondary Boys - 1st Place won by Loghan 
Raj (Harappans), 2nd Place won by 
Chong Yan Bin (Vikings), 3rd Place won 
by Hwang Juhan Brian (Romans), and 
the 4th Place won by Jeremy Lim Zheng 
Yuan (Romans).

By Mikhail Sital Jethwani, Year 10A 
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Taekwo
ndo

Taekwondo, a 

form of martial arts, is 

offered by Tanarata as an ECA 

every Tuesday and Friday after school. 

This ECA is conducted by Coach Jude in 

the Multipurpose Hall, commencing at 

2:30 and ending at 3:30. 

Coach Jude starts off the session with 

ten warm up rounds around the court, fol-

lowed by a few minutes of stretching for 

students to loosen up their muscles. Later, 

he begins with the basics, which include dif-

ferent strokes of punching, kicking and blocking. 

Each student is grouped according to their belt 

colours, which signify different tiers in Taekwon-

do. The highest being black belt and lowest being 

white. The seniors are appointed to help Mr Jude 

in coaching the students. Target pads are regu-

larly used to help students improve their kicking 

and punching. 

This helps them become more flexible and agile 

in movements.

At the end of the session, the students are 

tested for their abilities and are graded 

with different belts.

By Mikhail Sital Jethwani, Year 10A 
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Vocal

The vocals ex-

tracurricular activity is full 

of excitement and activity. It is 

held on Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thurs-

days from 2:00pm to 3:30pm. The ECA is 

held in studio 3 and is conducted by Miss 

Lisa. Vocals is fun and interactive as it not 

only helps the participants improve their 

singing skills but also boosts their confi-

dence.

The seminar starts off with a quick warm-

up which includes vocal exercises such as scales. 

Warming up is important as you need to stretch 

and relax your muscles before you sing, warming up 

loosens those muscles. The students then will pro-

ceed to learn songs that have been chosen individ-

ually according to the age group and level of each 

student. The genres of the songs that are cho-

sen are : pop songs, broadway musicals and jazz 

songs. The students enjoy this class as they use 

this as a tool to help them when they audition 

for the Tanarata’s Got Talent shows.

The students who are the members of 

this club are: Jarreth, Swara from Year 

2B, Erin Danya from Year 5B, Akshainie 

from Year 4A and E-Jayne from 1B.

By Dhilshara Rao, Year 9A
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Piano

The piano ex-

tracurricular activity is held 

on Tuesdays and Thursdays. It is 

conducted by Miss Choo and Miss Lisa from 

2:00pm to 3:30pm and is held in studio 

3. The activities that the participants 

do are sorted according to each student’s 

age and level of capability. 

The students will learn how to play pop songs 

and classical songs on the piano and will learn 

how to play by ear which means that they will 

not look at any written notes but instead will 

learn how to recognize the sound of the notes 

and then proceed to play it. 

The students who are the members of this club 

are: Thanvi Shetty (3A),and Lim Yu Han (2A).

By Dhilshara Rao, Year 9A
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DRums

Drums ECA is 

held every Tuesday and 

Thursday right after school, this is 

a one to one session. One student will have 

about 30 minutes of lesson. 

Mr Esmond Goh, the tutor, will teach 

many rhythmic skills, through having to 

learn different rhythmic exercise, drum-

ming patterns and so on.  

The students are Anjan Guha (11B), Alesha 

Iman (7A), Kaustubh Singh (7B) and Nina 

George (2B).

By Alesha Iman Mohd. Faiz, Year 7A
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Guita
R

Guitar ECA is 

held every Wednesday and 

Thursday right after school, this is 

a one to one session. One student will have 

about 30 minutes of lesson. 

Students learn to play different genres 

of songs, different strumming patterns 

for different types of pop songs. Under 

the guidance of the tutor, Mr Chan Zi Ming,   

the students have participated in Comic Con 

Carnival.

The students are Belinda Sarah (7A), Sharifah 

Fadilah and  Vernese Ng from 7B.

By Sharifah Fadilah Syed Azlan, Year 7B 
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Tenn
is

Tennis is held 
every Wednesday after 
school by Coach Chow and Mr 
Yannick. They start off with a couple 
of warm up exercises and a few practice 
shots.

The main tennis strokes include the fore-
hand, backhand and volleys. These strokes 
are regularly practised. The basic rules, 
which include the structure of the court, 

the way to hold the racquet are also taught.

Students look forward towards the end of the 
sessions when they compete in matches. This 

gives them an opportunity to put in all they 
have got.

The coach focuses more on the little ones so they 
can confidently match with the older kids.
No competitions were held. 

The students are Lwin Phone Khant (7A), Chan 
Myae Thazin (4A), Rachelann (4A), Kaustubh 
Singh (7B), Aaditya Amol (7A), Harish Krishna 
(8A), Nayva Kannamma (1B) and Nina George 

(2B).

By Mikhail Sital Jethwani, Year 10A 
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Eng
ineeR

ing foR Kids

Engineering for 
Kids is the use of scientif-
ic knowledge and mathematical 
methods to find purposes of the de-
sign, analysis, or operation of structures, 
machines, or systems. It’s a hands-on 
team based after school activity. In this 
scenario, the students follow the more un-
troublesome route which doesn’t require 
all the numbers and theories. This ECA, 
named Engineering for Kids is held every 
Tuesday assisted by Pn. Noran.

The students who joined this ECA are Chong 
Min Xuan Clayton – Year 1B, Ryan Evra Ram – 

Year 2A, Allegra Teoh Li Xuan, Lim Huei Ernn, 
Orlando Ferris Polko, Yap Soon Wei, Reyansh 
Spoorthi Devaramane from Year 2B, Rebecca 
Polachirackal and Vijit Mishra from Year 3B.

The students are given opportunity to experience 
first-hand what they might otherwise only read 
about from textbooks. This academic year they are 
exposed in making lava lamp, ice-cream and polymer. 
They focus more on aerospace engineering which 
is the primary field of engineering concerned with 
the development of aircraft and spacecraft. Ex-
ample: airplanes and rockets etc.

Everyone has a chance to experience each 
of the experiment with the supervision 
of the instructors. Beside the interac-
tive element it is also entertaining and 
stimulates creativity and curiosity. The 
outstanding student of this ECA is Yap 
Soon Wei from Year 2B.

This ECA is paving the way to create 
future engineers.

By Fabian Muhd. Reaz, Year 9A
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Zumba

Zumba   ECA is 

conducted by Ms. Shubba. 

Normally she teaches the stu-

dents a basic routine and they have 

to dance to the selected song. Later on, 

during the last few minutes, they play 

games, like Dance and Freeze.

By dancing Zumba, it allows the students 

to exercise in a way that allows the kids to 

have fun and learn to cooperate with each 

other for rhytm. Moreover, one gets to meet 

and dance with new people from other years 

which allows students to gain substantial ex-

perience.

The students never shy away showing their danc-

ing skills whenever there’s an occasion. They did 

a lively and colourful presentation for the opening 

of the football carnival and exam put up a fully 

charged performance on Sports Day.

The students who enjoy the Zumba classes are: 

Clarissa Chandani, Putri Nadine, Saba Khos-

royar, Sai Amritha Sindhu from 5A, Alyssa 

Lee, Treisha Lee, Lara Prashanti, Sanjya-

naa Ragesh, Erin Danya from 5B, Lim Ni 

Hui – 4A, Lyan Talal Ameen – 6B. The 

group and their teacher have given 

sterling performances during the very 

many school performances. Their pres-

entations have kept feet tapping and 

hands clapping throughout their perfor-

mances.

By Lee Ai Ying Keesha, Year 9A
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TCC

The Tanara-

ta Community Club (TCC) 

co-hosted with TiS several activities 

during Terms I and II for the school 

year, amongst them are the Henna Cor-

ner for Deepavali (Oct 2017), Comic Con 

(Nov 2017), Performance and Christmas 

Bazaaar by Mary Agape Refugee School 

(Dec 2017), Christmas Gifting (Dec 2017), 

Sponsorships for underprivileged homes run 

by Kechara (Dec 2017), CNY goodie bags (Feb 

2018), Sports Day (Feb 2018), Quilling Work-

shop (Apr 2018) and Sponsorship of T-shirts for 

the football team (Apr 2018).

TCC Member 2017-18 : Mr Philip Wong, Mr.Teo, 

Mr. Joshi, Mr.Gopal, Mr.Aasif, Mr.Rajiv, Mr.Sri, 

Mr.Jason, Mr.Pradeep, Ms.Anupriya, Ms.Shamini, 

Ms.Sophia, Ms.Sakun, Mrs.Guha, Ms.Michelle, 

Ms.Azlin.



CaRicatuRe - Guess the TeacheRs !

1.  _______________________

2.  _______________________

3.  _______________________

4.  _______________________

5.  _______________________

6.  _______________________

7.  _______________________

8.  _______________________

9.  _______________________

10.  _______________________

11.  _______________________

12.  _______________________

13.  _______________________

14.  _______________________

1

10

13

11

12

14
6

7

9

8

2

3

4

5

TEACHERS
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The musical, ‘Grease’ was staged by the year fives and sixes on 15th July 2017. It was an amazing experience for students 
involved and it was a play, which was unlike the others the school had directed; it was uplifting and enlivened by catchy tunes 
and funky dancing.

The play was directed by Ms Jasmin and Ms Hiira and choreographed by Ms Choo and Ms Wong. Hard work, sheer determi-
nation, the ardent passion, and the sweat and blood of all teachers and students had gone into the play and no doubt, it had 
definitely paid off on the final day.
 
Practice would be during break time and we would alternate between dance practise and acting. We’d gather in class and do 
each scene by scene till the bell rang. It was fun, but at the same time it was challenging as we had to get into the mind-set off 
our characters. For dance practise, our dance moves were complicated and it took the time and patience to get used to the 
movements but over time, our methods were perfected and we were ready to hit the stage.

On the day of the play, everyone was nervous yet excited to finally display our talents. About half an hour before the play 
everyone gathered backstage to put on their mics and it was show time!

On getting up on stage and completing the opening dance number we weren’t nervous anymore and the play ran smoothly. 
All the dance numbers went well and after the closing ceremony of the play, everyone took a moment to catch their breath. 
It had felt like everything went by in a blink of an eye!

Ms Jasmin and Ms Hiira would like to extend their vote of thanks to the Art department, Musical department and Technical 
department for providing their expertise in helping to uplift the mood of the play, paving its path in becoming such an amaz-
ing one.

Grease had been such an amazing experience as well as a memorable one!

Grease Play 
BY yEAR 5 & 6 students - batch 2016-17

15 July 2017
TiS Multi-Purpose Hall

by Alesha Iman Mohd. Faiz - Year 7A
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Gala dinner
TiS 10th Year Celebration

09 September 2017

TiS Multi-Purpose Hall

To celebrate Tanarata’s 10th year anniversary, a gala dinner was held in the school’s hall, commemorating this achievement. 
The hall was decorated with balloons and a row of blue curtains surrounding the edges, lights shut off to set a darker ambi-
ence to the place.The dress code was red and black. As time came, people filled in the gaps quickly, with many of our alumni 
coming back to celebrate this event. The atmosphere was warm and bubbly; graduates hugging teachers, students talking, 
parents laughing. The night started with Ms. Guha giving a speech about how far they’ve come, thanking the teachers who 
helped since day one, and a video played about the history of the school (did you know the cafeteria was once an animal 
farm?). Mr. Guha too gave a speech for the first time since he’s been with the school, before the emcees came on stage to en-
tertain the audience with games and songs.

Wonderful performances were given by the students. The band from the class of 2015-16 sang two songs and they did so 
well it gave us goose bumps. The Year 9s sang songs from the past musicals that the school had put up and they did it with 
heartfelt feelings. The Year 5s performed a dance from the well known musical, Grease, and the parents with the Year 10s 
danced to Despacito / Swalla incredibly! As the night wore on, everyone had eaten their fill and the dance floor was open to 
everyone. Parents and students (and teachers!) danced on the stage as party music blasted loudly. Everyone was having fun, 
dancing with their friends, laughing and grinning. It was sincerely an amazing night.

by Jerrica Kuan Zi Teng - Year 13
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Model United Nation
15 - 17 September 2017

TiS Multi-Purpose Hall

Model United Nations: is  a simulation of the United Nations for students from the secondary to enhance their knowledge 
about the world and observe it from a broader perspective. As of today, it is an activity that many students from Tanarata are 
actively involved in. A group of us hold MUN near and dear to our hearts - so much so that we decided to host one of our own.

It all began as an idea at the start of the year. Not long after, our Secretary General, Kareem Nicolas and Deputy Secretary 
Generals, Madhav Khandhar and Sahand Ehteshami, decided to make our dream into a reality by coming up with a proposal 
letter. It was presented to Ms Kamalini and Mrs Guha, who gave us the thumbs up - and thus TanarataMUN 2017 was born. 
We always had our senior advisors, Afif Ridhwan Roslan and Eshaan Menon guiding and supporting us through out.

There were over 250 participants from 35 educational institutes across the nation– a record for a Malaysian inaugural con-
ference! The opening ceremony was held in the Hall, where Mrs Guha, Miss Kamalini, our Secretary General, Deputy Secre-
tary Generals and keynote speaker gave wonderful speeches that officiated our conference. These were followed by a truly 
touching video created by the Photography team that opened our eyes to the situations around the world today. 

After the opening ceremony, delegates, chairs and crisis directors were led to their respective committee rooms by the ad-
mins, and thus TanarataMUN 2017 was in full swing. The second day, sessions started at 9:30am, and the chairs and crisis di-
rectors led their committees into intense debate. Rather interesting – and somewhat controversial – topics had been chosen.

Our closing ceremony could only be described as bittersweet. Awards were presented to the top three delegates in their 
committees. The winning group delegation was also announced, and it was University Malaya. They received not only a grand 
prize of RM500, but also a shining trophy which will proudly stand for years to come.
Written by, Vanessa Sam Xuan Ning and Ilhaam Muneer Babar.

by Sam Xuan Ning Vanessa & Ilhaam Muneer Babar - Year11A
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Deepavali Celebration
27 November 2017

TiS Multi-Purpose Hall

On the 27th of October, students and teachers of Tanarata, celebrated with lights, the bright and beautiful annual festival 
of Diwali, one when millions of people light up their lives for five days of festivities. Marked by Hindus, Sikhs and Jains, the 
event’s theme is triumph of light over darkness and good over evil, knowledge over ignorance, and hope over despair.

On this auspicious day, the school celebrated Diwali with all students and teachers dressed in brightly coloured traditional 
attire. A Rangoli competition with exuberant designs and colours was held a day before for students of the secondary sec-
tion. Members of the TCC (parents) organised and put up a henna stall few days before the event, with students from upper 
secondary volunteering to help them in doing the henna for the other students and teachers. On 27th, a special assembly was 
conducted with performances by the year 1s all the way to the year 11s. The assembly took off with the little kids performing 
to an opening song followed by dances and a skit and ended with a special performance by the year 11s. 

The energetic tune and rhythm of all songs played and danced too, inflated the mood of dancing amidst the audience. Just 
like the previous years this Diwali ended with great fun and enjoyment, one with loads of happiness, definitely making it a 
lovely memory to take back.

by Vidhurya Balajee - Year 11B
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Dodge Ball Game
5, 7, 12 December 2017

TiS Multi-Purpose Hall

THE WINNERS

Year 1

1st - Spiderman

2nd - Superman

3rd - Iron Man

4th - Batman

Year 2

1st - Iron Man

2nd - Batman

3rd - Spiderman

4th -  Superman

Year 3

1st - Superman 

2nd - Spiderman

3rd - Iron Man

4th - Batman
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Comic cON
10 December 2017

TiS Multi-Purpose Hall

Tanarata hosted its first Comic Con themed festival on the 14th of November 2017. It was a fantastic Friday, vaulting with 
excitement where all students, teachers and parents had come dressed in the costume of their favourite Comic book char-
acter, ranging from Maleficent, Super Mario, Pokémon to our all-time favourite Marvel characters: the Hulk, Superman and 
Batman; the Joker and Spiderman, to the well-loved fairy tales of the Disney Princesses. 

The multipurpose hall lined with rows of chairs was like a symphony of joy and celebrations as we started off the morning 
with a fashion parade by the year 1’s and 2’s. Each and every student was clad in the outfit of their favourite character. Joy 
was written all over their faces and they were all so enthusiastic to be a part of the celebrations. We had a couple of per-
formances: A Mickey Mouse March by the year 3s, a solo performance by Swara from year 2. The year 4s had conducted a 
performance from the movie, ‘Mulan’. Moreover, we had a band performance by the primary and secondary students, a dance 
performance adapted from the movie ‘Moana’ and finally, the year 6 had exhibited their skills through a group song from the 
movie ‘The Minions’.

In conjunction with the event, the A-Level students had organised a Comic Con quiz where selected students had partici-
pated. It was an entertaining two days event of learning about different aspects of the comic world which many of us didn’t 
know about. 

In conclusion, it goes without saying, everyone had a joy of a time. Definitely a memorable event, one not to be forgotten.

by Aparna Prasad - Year 9B
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Prefect Camp
13-15 December 2017

Janda Baik, Pahang

The Prefect Camp was held on December 13th to 15th. We were all in high spirits as we arrived at Radiant Retreats, Jan-

da Baik. We had a lot of fun together, completing the activities and challenges in store for us which included icebreakers, 

raft-building, raft racing, tube wars, river trekking, a Fun Hunt in the jungles, laser tag and even trying out archery, paintball 

and fishing. Needless to say, we were exhausted almost everyday.

Being at the camp, taught us the importance of being independent and having a more creative and open mind-set. We man-

aged to hone our leadership skills and our teamwork through the activities. The reflection sessions was done by our leader, 

Mr. Amin, who insisted we keep going even when we were tired and sleepy.

We formed a close and special bond with one another not only through the activities but through the free time we had togeth-

er chatting, playing games and sharing jokes. All in all, every one of us had a great time during camp.

by Liew Ho Yin Howard - Year10A
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Christmas Celebration
15 December 2017

TiS Multi-Purpose Hall

15th December was a day mounting with excitement and exhilaration, with the jingling of sleigh bells, the merriment of 
students and Santa’s ‘ho, ho’ which filled the air with the Christmas spirit. All students and teachers came dressed in their 
shades of green, red and white, symbolizing the colours of Christmas. In addition, many of them were also clad in vibrant red 
Santa hats.

The day had started off with the Christmas assembly, where selected Tanaratians had participated, displaying a range of 
songs and dances. We had solo singers, ballet dancers and group dancing, along with many students from the primary class-
es and our very own choir group performing Christmas carols which brought the spirit and the mood of the festive season. 

In conjunction with the Christmas celebration, we had a special performance from a group of very special children from St. 
Mary’s Agape School. These children, termed as refugees, had a wonderful time showcasing their talents. The seniors and the 
prefects had also hosted a small sale, where the money received would go to charity, to signify the season of giving.

Adding to the festive mood was a Christmas tree, an evergreen fir hung with colourful spherical balls and the symbols of 
Christmas (turtle dove and colourful baubles). The finale was the arrival of Santa Claus much to the delight of the screaming 
children. It was indeed a joyous ending to our first term.

by Mikhail Sital Jethwani - Year 10A
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Fiddler on the roof Play
BY yEAR 8 students

15 December 2017
TiS Multi-Purpose Hall

Months of practice. Hours of reiteration. It all built up to the moment of salience, the 15th of December 2017, the moment 
which was seized and metamorphed into the sublime musical called ‘The Fiddler On The Roof’, and i’m pretty sure every 
student who contributed to this production felt like one, for the daunting task of juggling studies and the play rested on their 
shoulders.
  
The play is centered around Tevye, a father of five who dwells in the Bijou, tradition-steeped town of Anatevka, which lies 
in Imperial Russia, with the iniquitious Tzar, who aims to evict all Jews from Russia. Tevye is a conscientious man who takes 
tradition seriously, and has his ways confronted when three of his strong-willed daughters defy traditional law by marrying 
men of their choice.Eventually, the family is evicted, and they must move to America.
  
The play was hard work to put together, and without the assistance of the director, Ms. Nina, the show that was put on 
would’ve been dissolved into broken dreams. There are also other teachers that need credentials, like Ms. Farah, our lead 
director in sequence and movement, Ms. Elaine, our lead director of musical orchestration and performance, Puan Mahsuri, 
lead art and design director, Mr. Tamil, head of auditory sequencing and refinement, and last but definitely not least, Ms. Guha 
for allowing this play to be enacted and enjoyed by all.
“It was interesting, I had to make a lot of sacrifices”, says Ian Sua, the star of the play portraying Tevye.
  
Overall, the production was a big-time success, and deserves a spot as one of Tanarata’s highlights for this academic year.

by Evann Matthew Gomez - Year 8B
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Swimming Competition
January, March, April 2018

TiS Multi-Purpose Hall

Ushering into the 2nd term of 2017/2018, with the construction of Tanarata’s brand new 25m pool, we hosted our 11th 
Swimming Gala for our division A’s. Held on the 12th of January, a Friday, during the early morning hours, all participants 
had come together for a friendly swimming meet from all 3 houses. An unforgettable experience it was to see the zeal each 
swimmer had displayed in an attempt to lead their houses to victory.

The pool with its calm, tranquil and rippling waves, its shallow depth revealed by the reflection of the slanting rays of the 
golden sun, filtered as it passed through the thick foliage above, was in fact, a paradox. Each and every swimmer was packed 
with the anxiety and nervousness, filled with the eagerness and determination to win. 
‘‘It was my first time competing in a swimming gala. My teeth were chattering and my jaw and legs were shivering. I felt we 
were plunging in an abysmal, bottomless sea. However, I did emerge victorious at the end and managed to win a medal,’’ 
quoted one of the swimmers.

I could easily say that this was the most relaxed and tranquil swimming gala we had hosted, partially as it was staggered into 
the 5 different divisions, largely as it was held on our school grounds. A variety of strokes were showcased, some of them 
being, freestyle, backstroke, breaststroke and butterfly.
 
As of now, the gross results of the swimming gala has not yet been calculated and we all look forward to see what divisions 

1st - Harappans

2nd - Romans 

3rd - Vikings

B, C, D and E have installed for us. Nevertheless, this swimming gala has proved to be 
a great success. Thanks to all the teachers who had organised it, and it goes without 
saying, all who had won or lost, had a fantastic time competing! 

by Mikhail Sital Jethwani - Year 10A
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Tug of war
5, 7 & 8 February 2018

TiS Football Field

Division A

1st - Romans

2nd - Vikings

3rd - Harappans

Division B

1st - Harappans

2nd - Romans

3rd - Vikings

Division C

1st - Harappans

2nd - Romans

3rd - Vikings
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Telematch
11 February 2018

Stadium Matsushita Panasonic, 
Shah Alam

Telematch Winners

Year 1 - Romans

Year 2 - Harappans

Year 3 - Romans

Year 4 - Romans

Year 5 - Romans

Year 6 - Harappans
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Sports day 
11 February 2018

TiS Multi-Purpose Hall

On 11th of February 2018, the students of Tanarata International School gathered 
in full force in the scorching, afternoon heat at the Panasonic Stadium, Shah Alam, 
for the 10th inaugural Sports Meet. It was a symbolic day as the school celebrated 
10 successful years, boasting our numerous sporting achievements. 

The students, dressed in their special 10th anniversary Sports T-shirts, were quite 
the sight as they marched out in glowing yellow, vivid red and bold blue colours. 
The march past was followed by the singing of the school song, and then a drum 
roll by Mrs Guha to mark this landmark 10th Sports Meet.

Throughout the day, spectators were constantly kept on the edge of their seats 
as event after event flowed past. The running events for all Divisions as well as 
Telematch for Primary School ensured the rivalry never rested through the whole 
3 hour procession.

The only dampener on the day was the closing ceremony having to be delayed to 
the next due to heavy rains. However it did little to put out the fire of ecstasy as 
Romans ran out as Cheer Champions and Harappans as overall Sports Champions.

Sports Champion : HARAPPANS

1st Runner Up : ROMANS

2nd Runner Up : VIKINGS

Div A 

Sports Boy : Henry Ng Wei Qin

Sports Girl : Sharifah Farisah  

  

Div B 

Sports Boy : Jeremy Michael Marian 

Sports Girl : Ellysha Sashvinaa Nair

   

Div C 

Sports Boy : Ariff Fauzan

Sports Girl : Jennifer Jegan

by Liew Ho Yin Howard - Year10A
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1st Place
Harappans for Gold

Captain : Liew Ho Yin Howard

Vice Captain : Adyatma Adam Prayoga

Secretary : Karen Wong Feng Zhen

Treasurer : Jake Yeoh Wei Xiang

Athletics : Md Jahin ; Tan Wei Xian,

Badminton : Tan Li Nis

Basketball : Karina Kong Yi Zhen

Soccer : Jeremy Michael Marian

Table-Tennis : Afaq Khaliq

Volleyball : Keshav Prashant Rao

Softball : Mohammed Apsar

Cheerleading : Krish Gobindram

Swimming : Zara Chitty / Nurin Tan
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2nd Place
Romans Rule

Captain : Henry Ng Wen Qin

Vice Captain : Brian Hwang Juhan

Secretary : Sharifah Farisah

Treasurer : Radhika Sehgal

Athletics : Henry Ng Wen Qin

Badminton : Vincent Lai Yong Cheng

Basketball : Muhd. Sahrish Islan

Soccer : Joel Mathew Fernandez

Table-Tennis : Jeremy Lim Zheng Yuan

Volleyball : Shakkthi Kamales

Softball : Selva Ganesan

Cheerleading : Resyifa Mahayu Diaz

Swimming : Mikhail Sital Jethwani
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3rd Place
Vikings for Victory

Captain : Ethan Navin Ponnudurai

Vice Captain : Harjoth Singh Walia

Secretary : Farida Hesham

Treasurer : Caitlin Ng Mei Lyn

Athletics : Ethan Navin Ponnudurai

Badminton : Bryan Lim Zi Bin

Basketball : David Cho Keonwoo

Soccer : Haresh Rohan

Table-Tennis : Tony Tan Teong Hee

Volleyball : Liew Lii Hao

Softball : Shreyas Gokul

Cheerleading : Najwa Inaya Hartanto

Swimming :  Tan Teong Hee Tony
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Chinese New Year
23 February 2018

TiS Multi-Purpose Hall

Tanarata had celebrated both the festivals of Chinese New Year and Valentines on the 23rd of February, 2018. The Chinese 
New Year, celbrated by all Chinese, the world over mark the start of the new year, beginning on the second new moon after 
the winter solstice and ending on the full moon fifteen days later. It is marked by visits to family and friends, special meals, 
fireworks, and gift giving. 

Teachers, students and parents came and flooded the hall in order to witness an amazing show Tanarata had put up to mark 
the significance of these festivities. Many of them were clad in the different colours of their CheongSam and Samfu’s. Others, 
were resourceful enough and came in the shades of crimson red, shell pink and so on and so forth. 

Continuing, we had a dance medley by the primary students. Adorned by the beautiful outfits, feathered fans of red, orange, 
yellow and green, shaped into different patterns. Variegated Japanese kimonos and a special dance with blooming and con-
tracting parasols. So marvelling! A spectrum of colours which blossomed on the stage! Last but not least, we had a solo by 
Zaphenath of year 2.

We ended the assembly with a mind-blowing bang of drums, which fuelled the energy in our audience and, especially, the 
lion dance. The strident beating of the drums had pumped a wave of enthusiasm, and the sinuous grace of the lion, along with 
its many jumps, abrupt leaps and its curved movements had enticed the audience. Everyone had erupted into a hearty round 
of applause once the performance had ended.

by Mikhail Sital Jethwani - Year10A
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Soccer Match
24 February 2018 / Melaka

11 March 2018 / Kajang

Our soccer team has had a very amazing year in 2018 and we’ve had two recent tournaments. The first one was in Melaka 
MBMB Mayor 2018, held on 24th February 2018 on a Saturday at Stadium Tu Fatihah. It was a very rainy day  but our under 
12 team did an amazing job with keeping the ball in possession. Our goalkeeper made many fantastic saves despite the ball 
being covered with water and being slippery. We managed to score a few goals however many of our players got injured 
easily since the ground was slippery and they consequently got tackled. But we made it through all the odds and finally came 
to the quarter finals.

Our second tournament was at Karnival Bolasepak Bulla Bangi held on 11th March on a boiling hot Sunday. It was held in 
Padang Bolasepak Taman Berjaya Sungai Chua, Kajang. We had a disadvantage on our side. The sun was facing us but when 
they gave a shot, our goalkeeper jumped up and hit the ball before it could go in, even though he couldn’t see properly. 

It was a heroic save and the ball hit the cross bar. The ball rebounded back to the opponent and they shot again, but our goal-
keeper dived and pushed the ball so that it hit the side bar. This time however the opponent was able to shoot and get a goal 
while our keeper was down and so we lost. We still made an excellent commitment and managed to get to the quarter finals.

by Muhammad Shaik Mohiddin - Year 6A
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Aladdin Play
BY yEAR 1,2 & 3 Students

6 April 2018
TiS Multi-Purpose Hall

April 6th 2018 finally arrived. We saw our pupils of year 1, 2 and 3 ushering in pompously and splendidly the magic of Alad-
din Junior. It is a very well-known Broadway blockbuster film and was enacted by the lower primary students of Tanarata 
International Schools.

Ms Deepa, one of the directors quoted, “From the start some were shy, some were apprehensive whereas, many others were 
enthusiastically looking forward to an opportunity to take on new challenges. I can confidently state that the play was a phe-
nomenal, blissful and triumphal learning experience for our students. ”

Here are some comments provided by the lower primary teachers: Ms. Maureen exclaimed, “It was a concerted effort and 
successful production given by the lower primary. The students of 2A worked very hard to perfect their dances for Aladdin. 
They made me so proud!”

Ms. Anne complimented, “The year 3 teachers worked hard with the students regarding the scripts and some of the props. I 
take my hat off to Ms. Choo from the Music Department, who choreographed the whole music, dances and songs.” Ms. Seema 
acclaimed, “The artistic interpretation of the iconic City of Agrabah, the golden gilded palace, the ancient marketplace, a 
replication of a typical Arab souk added hue and beauty to the play. Breath-taking and lavish! The pupils’ performance was 
just beyond expectations!”

by Mikhail Sital Jethwani - Year10A
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Year 1 & 2 Camp
4 May 2018

TiS Football Field

The camp for the lower primary students of year 1 and 2 was held on the 4th of May. The organisers had set up this pro-
gramme within the premise of the school itself. 

They had started of the day with a nature walk, everyone was dazzled at the marvellous scenery they had come across. The 
variety of leaves, trees and bushes were looked at and closely examined as part of this activity. 
Furthermore, each student had to design their own leaf crowns, using materials available around them, that is, from nature. 
Dry leaves from the surrounding areas were collected. Tape was used to help stick these leaves on a strip of paper and one 
end was joined to another, for support on the head. 

Moving on, the students then carried out certain obstacle courses. Such examples were, jumping over a hole and commando 
crawl. Fishing was another activity which was undertaken by students. Ending the day, they had a barrel of fun playing with 
their water guns. On the whole, it was a very enjoyable experience for the lower primary students of the school. Moreover, I 
am sure they would love to have something like this again.

by Mikhail Sital Jethwani - Year10A
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Year 3 to 6 Camp
11,12,18 & 19 May 2018

Aquaria, KLCC

“Sleep With Sharks” at Aquaria KLCC was a truly spectacular and surreal experience for all of us! We had a fantastic time 
learning about the sea creatures and the importance of conserving our marine life. We fully utilized our time spent in Aquar-
ia, with a special personalized tour. All of us had the time of our lives when we were able to sleep right in front of the huge 
window that brought us so close to the marine life! 

Everyone couldn’t even sleep as we were glued to the breathtaking scene that mesmerized us with the nocturnal activities 
that came to life! The sharks, turtles and stingrays among other sea creatures were patrolling the aquarium. It was a whole 
new world which captivated all of us! 

by Mikhail Sital Jethwani - Year10A
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Teacher’s Day
18 May 2018

TiS Multi-Purpose Hall

Teacher’s day is not only a day where we acknowledge the hard work of our teachers but it is a day where students are able to 
show their appreciation through different performances. During this special day, many students took the opportunity to use 
their talents to entertain our teachers. Multitude of performances such as songs, dances, speeches and skits were conducted 
by students of many classes ranging from Year 3 to Year 9. 

All the performances were colourful and had special messages of their own for their dear teachers. The prefectorial board on 
the other hand, had prepared small notes filled with pictures from happy occasion and a heartfelt message on the back and 
certificates as a gift for all the teachers. 

The whole day was filled with joy and enthusiasm as the teachers appreciated the students for their performances. A huge 
thank you to all the students who performed and hosted the show but an even bigger thank you goes to the teachers for their 
years of work trying to educate us and moulding us to perfection. 

by Aparna Prasad - Year9B
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Earth Week
4 - 8 June 2018

TiS Multi-Purpose Hall

Earth Week was celebrated in Tanarata for 5 days, from the 4th of June to the 8th. The week started off on  Monday with the 
year 5’s, clad in their bright green attire, singing the song, ‘Earth, We are in it together’. 

Following, was a speech on Recycling, by Chaanvii of year 5. She spoke about reducing, reusing and recycling and utilizing 
natural resources wisely and efficiently.

On Tuesday the year 9s performed a pantomime, relating to different forms of pollution: noise pollution, air pollution, water 
pollution and visual pollution. Next, Lara, Jennifer, Elizabeth and Dania of the primary school sang ‘Note to God’. It was an 
appeal to help save the world.

The Year 3’s had another pantomime on Wednesday about the impacts of deforestation. Ending the assembly, the year one’s 
sung ‘We have got the whole world in our hands’. 

Both the year 7’s and year 8’s visited the Homegrown Organic Farm where they learnt the importance and benefits of organic 
foods and the aquaponics way of growing food crops.

On, Thursday there was a performance by the year 2’s, Spirit of Earth. Next, Mr Yannick presented a slideshow on the signifi-
cance on the conservation of the ecosystem and the protection of flora and fauna of the world. The year 6’s also shared their 
experience in making paper.

The last day, Friday, was the prize giving for the art competition, held among the year 4’s. Next, the year 10’s spoke on the 
dwindling population of the indigenous groups of the world. Thus the Earth Week ended with the hope that everyone will be 
aware of the dangers facing Mother Earth and find ways to stop the destruction.

by Mikhail Sital Jethwani - Year10A
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Lower Secondary Camp
8-9 June 2018

Hutan Simpan Bukit Puteh, KL

It was a wonderful day on 8th June as the Year 7, 8 and 9 students went on an empowerment camp to the Kuala Lumpur City 
Camping Park at Hutan Simpan Bukit Sungai Puteh, Kuala Lumpur.  After conducting roll call by Mr Yannick, we departed 
from school at 8:30am.  28 students were led by Mr Selvam, Mr Yannick and Ms Hirra.

We arrived at the site at 9:20am and were greeted by the friendly camp operators.  We were then divided into three teams, 
each with a team leader and a coach.  The coaches were all very knowledgeable.  They taught us survival skills like how to 
pitch tents, make fire, tie clove hitch and square lashing.  Then we were asked to make handy gadgets such as dustbins, shoe 
racks and clothes lines using raw materials in the jungle.  We were amazed by how simple items turned useful – stacked up 
bamboo sticks and tied together could make a shoe rack.

The hard task came after lunch.  We did the Spartan Race.  It was a 1km run through the forest completing obstacles as a 
team.  The weather was warm and humid.  Many of us felt sleepy after lunch.  But we carried on!  We helped one another 
through difficult obstacles like crossing ropes, climbing rock, and many more. We all completed the race but were exhausted 
and hungry.  Yes, hungry again!  And, again we had to make our dinner! 

Here came my favourite time of the camp – Campfire after dinner.  We sat around, sang songs and played mind games.  It 
was a fun-filled night!  Soon we felt tired and went to sleep.  The next day we woke up at 7am and went on a 2 km jog before 
breakfast.  Exhausting!  A debriefing session was held to wrap up all the happenings and fun moments in these two days.

What an exhausting but fun and memorable camping experience for all of us! 

by Liew Ji Tao Thomas - Year7B
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TiS - LFKL
Exchange Program

19 June 2018
TiS Multi-Purpose Hall

We had exchange day with the LFKL French International school students. We have been preparing it for the whole year 
through video exchanges during the first and second term. It was an excellent way to practice their oral and break the ice 
between the students from both sides.

Then, last Tuesday 19th of June, TiS received the LFKL French International school. We were around 90 students frrom the 
Year 4, 5 and 6 TiS French students. The day ran smoothly and was a real success.

The interaction with the students improved during the 4 activities planned in both languages. They appreciated especially 
the treasure hunt, there were also the smell game, the speech and drama about the little prince and finally the mines dealing 
with emotions.

TiS hosted a lunch and LFKL brought chocolate cakes.

The students enjoyed it very much and are all ready to carry out another exchange programme, this time at their school.

by Kaitleen Natacha Dye - Year 6A
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Football Tournament
23 June 2018

TiS Football Field

Tanarata’s second Football Carnival was held in school on 23rd June 2018. The under-16, under-14, under-11 and under-9 
students of the school team had been training long and hard for this day. The participant teams were Lazers FC, Football 
Talent Asia, ISN, Tenby FC, AUFC and Tanarata FC itself. 

The under-16 school team made us proud by being champions in their group. The trophy had come back to our school. They 
beat Lazers FC, in the penalty shootout where they scored 2-1.

Our under-9, under-11 and under-14 failed to become champions. Both the under-9 and under-11 divisions were won by 
AUFC. The under-14 division was won by Football Talent Asia. Overall it was a great experience for those who had partici-
pated in such an exhilarating match.

by Md Jahin Zawad - Year10A
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Language Week
25 - 29 June 2018

TiS Multi-Purpose Hall

On the first day of the language week, the students were introduced to the five different languages the school offered such 
as: Hindi, Spanish, French, Malay and Mandarin as well as the benefits of learning different languages. After the introduction, 
the language week started off with Hindi. There were many performances and activities such as: a quiz on a few Hindi words, 
the Year 1’s and 2’s presenting a Hindi Alphabetical Rhyme and a song sung by the Year 4’s, 5’s and 7’s called “Hum Honge 
Kamyaab”. Many found the presentations interesting and the first day of the language week ended on a good note.

Second day, the school was given an insight of the Spanish language with some fascinating facts and also two thrilling dance 
performances from the Year 3’s with the songs “Speedy Gonzalez” and “La Cucaracha”. Their stage brought many smiles of 
satisfaction from the audience.

The third day, there were many presentations lined up for the students about the Chinese language for instance, the Year 10 
Mandarin students talked about an ancient poem of the Tang Dynasty together with the different Chinese language in China 
along with the Year 5 Mandarin students reciting a poem in Mandarin. On this day, many learned a little about the language 
spoken by over 13% of the population of the world.
 
The fourth day of the language week, the school celebrated the national language in conjunction with the Hari Raya celebra-
tions. 

On the last day of the language week, the French students of Tanarata put up a play based on the famous novel “The Little 
Prince”. The show was packed full with singing and dancing and was the achievement of 1 year’s work with the precious col-
laboration of Ms Sabrina, the art teacher, Ms Feeda, along with the Year 8&9 students and the endless practices the students 
had. 

by Yeong Wing Yan Zoe - Year 9B
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Hari Raya Celebration
28 June 2018

TiS Multi-Purpose Hall

Hari Raya was celebrated on this day.  The stage was filled with many exhilarating performances such as the Year 2’s and the 
audience singing the National Anthem “Negaraku”. Maia and Aarthi from Year 7 were talking about a poem, a skit performed 
by the Year 5’s called “Pak Pandir”, and Edylia from Year 9 performing a song “Sayang jadi Benci” in her sweet voice. 

The Hari Raya celebrations continued with a fashion show put up by the Year 9’s on the different Malay traditional costumes 
which brought in lots of laughter with the unique poses of the participants. This was followed up by a duet sung by Resyifa 
and Eriza of Year 9 called “Suasana Hari Raya” which got everyone in the audience singing along and lastly an upbeat dance 
performance by the Year 5’s with the song “Lavida Raya” to end the show.

by Yeong Wing Yan Zoe - Year 9B
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Graduation
30 June 2018

DoubleTree Hilton Hotel, KL

The Year 11 graduation was held on 30th June 2018 to bid farewell to us,the senior students, some of whom had been with 
the school since Year 1. The graduates, all dressed in formal wear looked resplendent as they walked down the aisle, led by 
the Principal Mrs Guha and their respective class teachers, Ms Kamalini and Ms Sindhu.

The ceremony was well attended by the proud parents and relatives of the graduates. Mrs Guha gave an opening speech, after 
which she gave out their certificates which was  followed by speeches by some of the graduates. The outstanding student of 
the year was awarded to Jeremy Kuan and Kaaviya Selvan and the all-round excellence award was given to Ilhaam Muneer 
Babar.  The dinner was followed by slide shows and the awarding of best dressed male - Harjoth Singh Walia and female - 
Farida Hesham and the most popular student - Tan Li Nis. 

The graduation ceremony went off with much splendor and laughter but concluded with a lot of tears and emotional mo-
ments as it was time to bid farewell to teachers who have been part of our lives and wonderful friends, some of whom we may 
not see for a very long time. Tanarata has been our comfort zone and leaving this nest to unknown pastures is painful though 
exciting. Our heartfelt gratitude to Mrs Guha and all our teachers who had painstakingly helped to shape our lives with their 
teachings, motivational talks and guidance. And to them and our fellow classmates ‘Till we meet again…’

by Sam Xuan Ning Vanessa - Year 11A
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CaRicatuRe - Guess the TeacheRs !

1

13

14

10

11
12

6

7

8

9

2
3 4

5

1.  _______________________

2.  _______________________

3.  _______________________

4.  _______________________

5.  _______________________

6.  _______________________

7.  _______________________

8.  _______________________

9.  _______________________

10.  _______________________

11.  _______________________

12.  _______________________

13.  _______________________

14.  _______________________

TEACHERS
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Year 1A
Batch  2017-18

Divided by Nations ;

United in Class
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Year 1B
Batch  2017-18

We are the brigh
t fields of laven

der;

Lavender with s
pikes of blue;

Sweeter plant w
as never found;

Growing in our 
beautiful school

ing ground. 
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Broadway Babes
! 

Play, Learn and Grow together. Year 2A
Batch  2017-18
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A successful te
am beats with 

one heart! Year 2B
Batch  2017-18
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We ride, not wor
ring about the 

fall;

I guess that’s j
ust the cowboy 

in us all.
Year 3A

Batch  2017-18
Year 3A

Batch  2017-18
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We passed thro
ugh the gree

n and lush f
oliage;

Flecked with
 the thriving

 hues of stri
pes and polk

as;

Attractive and
 marvelling to 

the eye;

In the blosso
ming woodland

 garden.

Year 3B
Batch  2017-18

Year 3B
Batch  2017-18
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Shoot for the m
oon; 

even if you miss, 

you will land a
mong the stars.

Year 4A
Batch  2017-18
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The best way 
to ffiind you

rself is to lo
se 

yourself in t
he service of

 others. Year 4B
Batch  2017-18
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For those colou
rs which we wi

sh 

to be beautiful,

always prepare 
first a pure wh

ite ground.
Year 5A

Batch  2017-18
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We never go o
ut of style ; 

Don’t limit your challe
nges; 

CHALLENGE your limit!
Year 5B

Batch  2017-18
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Despicable minions of Year 
6! 

Happiness doesn
’t result from what we get, 

but from what we give.

Year 6A
Batch  2017-18
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The future is 
so bright; 

we gotta wea
r shades!

Year 6B
Batch  2017-18
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Keep GOTHIC and carry 
on! Year 7A

Batch  2017-18
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Checked and
 ready! Year 7B

Batch  2017-18
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The only bad wo
rkout is 

NO WORKOUT! 
Year 8A

Batch  2017-18
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United we st
and;

Divided we f
all. Year 8B

Batch  2017-18
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You couldn’t ha
ndle us superna

tural even 

if we came with instruct
ions!

Year 9A
Batch  2017-18
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Hoodies on, 
hoodies off! 

Year 9B
Batch  2017-18
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Life is not all a
 lovely bed of 

roses to lay;

Nothing in this 
world is meant forever to

 stay;

All we have to d
o is embrace the futur

e;

And forget the p
ast;

For we have gi
ven it a fair ch

ance.

Year 10A
Batch  2017-18
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Roses are red,
 

Violets are b
lue, 

Let us present
,

a budget wed
ding to you.

Year 10B
Batch  2017-18
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A year of love

365 days togeth
er .... Lots of laughter

52 weeks of ha
ppiness ... count

less memories

525,600 minutes; 31,536,00
0 seconds and...

..

Year 1 1A & B
Batch  2017-18
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.... An endless ad
venture, an 

everlasting 

bond enshrin
ed by the alt

ar of friends
hip. Year 1 1A & B

Batch  2017-18
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This is the year 
we will be stro

nger;

braver, kinder 
& unstoppable;

This year we wil
l be FIERCE!

Year 12  & 13
Batch  2017-18
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Written by : Nazran Amina (Year 1A)

Fruit Kebab
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Written by :   Gsanii Ekaa Saravanan (Year 1B)

Rainbow Fruit Kebab
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Written by : Reyansh Spoorthi Devaramane  (Year 2B)

I went to Indonesia, The plane took off, I was looking out of the window, I saw cars, 

houses, trains and ships, Then I got a stomach ache. The plain was landing in Indone-

sia. The Airport was full of people and I got scared because there was a SPIDER! The 

spider was small and not colouful, Then we went to the hotel, it was called Kutabex 

Hotel. Inside, the hotel was not good. There was no bathtub and there was no big sofa 

but there was a TV. 

We went to two beaches. The first beach, I could not swim in the sea because it was 

very very dirty. The second beach, I could swim in the water because it was very very 

clean. We stayed there for three days, after three days we went to the Airport and 

which plane did I go to?.... I took AirAsia X Flights. THE END!

What I Did During Christmas Break
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Written by : Keisha Gupta  (Year 2B)

 One night Lucy and Jack and their Mother went out for a night walk. Only 

the street lights and mother’s torch were to be seen. Then mother said, “I want 

to show you something,” and she pointed the torch up. Then moths came to the 

light. Then Lucy said, “They look like butterflies.” “Yes.” said Mother.

 Suddenly they all heard a zoom noise. Jack was only four and got very 

scared. So Mother and Lucy cheered him up. Lucy said, “It’s okay Jack. It’s only 

a car.” “Yay. I love cars.” So they counted cars. They counted 50. Then they 

heard a flapping noise from a tree. Mother said, “It’s an owl.”

 All of a sudden a noise came from a bush. It was dad. He said, “I came in to 

join the fun.” Then a light came. It was a firefly. Then a firefly show happened 

for half an hour. When the show was over they all went home tired and sleepy 

and very, very happy. They hoped they could go again. 

What Is Out At Night
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Written by : Gobindra Dev Prasad  (Year 3A)

                                                                                                                      TiS @ Planters Grounds
                                                                                                                      3.5 Miles, Kajang
                                                                                                                      Serdang Road
                                                                                                                      43000, Selangor
                                                                                                                      Malaysia.
 
                                                                                                                     1st March 2018  
Dear Sachin,

Thank you for sending me the photos of your holiday.The photos showed that you had a 
splendid holiday. I would like to share my lovely holiday with you too.
 
During the Chinese New Year holidays, my family and I went to Bali, Indonesia. It was a 
beautiful island. 

On our first day in Bali, we went sightseeing. First we visited the Tanah Lot Temple. This 
temple is perched on a huge rock and surrounded by the sea.
 
Next, we visited a still  active volcano called Mount Batur. The volcano is calm and sur-
rounded by a green landscape.

The last stop for the day was Goa Gajah, The Elephant Cave. This cave was a place used for 
meditation.
 
On our second and final day, we enjoyed ourselves in the golden beaches of Kuta.At the 
beach, I learnt how to surf. The gentle waved helped me to surf slowly. We enjoyed ourselves 
thoroughly in Bali. I suggest you should visit Bali one day. I didn’t write earlier because I 
was on a holiday.
 
Cheerio,
Gobi

A letter to my friend
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Written by : Mahealani Putu Hood  (Year 3B)

	 The	flowers	were	blooming,	the	sun	
shone	 brightly,	 the	 birds	 were	 singing	
happily	 and	 enjoying	 the	 springtime.	 I		
walked	past	an	old	oak	tree	and	noticed	
a	red	robin	perched	calmly	on	the	branch	
of	the	tree.

The Robin’s Nest

	 The	bright	sunshine	cleared	my	window	and	I	saw	five	tiny	eggs	and	a	
mother	robin.	I	saw	the	tiny	eggs	in	a	small,	neat	nest	in	an	ancient	rusty	kettle	
at	the	bottom	of	the	nest.	I	tiptoed	and	sneaked	away	silently	to	avoid	chaos.	
Two	weeks	later,	I	returned	and	saw	five	fluffy	chicks,	cheeping	and	chirping	
for	some	grub,	in	glory.

	 I	visited	them	each	day	until	they	were	grown	up.	The	parents	were	al-
ways	busy	looking	for	worms,	snails	and	other	creatures.	When	the	chicks	got	
bigger	they	flew	to	a	faraway	village,	in	a	faraway	land	and	I	never	saw	them	
again!	Spring	time	had	passed	and	it	was	a	great	time	of	the	year.
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Written by :  Abigail Chelliah, Raehan Oliver & Shanice Lee
(Year 4B)

You may think you’re cool because you call me names,
And you may think I’m hurting inside.
You may even choose to get nasty,
But do you really think I’m going to hide?

Lots of people look up to you,
They’re scared if they don’t, you’ll turn sour,
I bet half of them think you’re a bully,
But when you speak to them, they just cower.

You have everybody,
Obeying your every demand,
But if somebody bigger come along,
You would bury your head in the sand.

You’re not just a bully, but a coward,
Who’s jealous of people like me,
Am I really as best as you make me feel,
Or the person who you want to be?

I know I can talk to my teachers,
My parents, family and friends,
To tell them how you make me feel,
Please let this bullying end!

Bullying
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Written by :  Kohana, Xin Tian, Dhanush, Raffidz, Anastasia, 
Anushka, Akkash, Rachelann, Asyanur, Akshath (Year 4A & 4B)

I wake up in the morning,

and look out of my window,

I see flowers bloom,

in the sweet spring meadow.

The morning dewdrops on the leaves,

The green grass spreading around the trees,

Oh! I think of a beautiful song now,

As the spring has arrived I see!

Autumn was cool

But I made myself a fool,

When I fell down,

On the leaves that were brown,

On a windy autumn day!

Winter is cold but it is fun,

to have some time without the sun,

Make a snowman, with the snowball.

Throw some more until your friend falls,

I go to bed and start to shiver,

I remind myself that it’s still winter!

Summer! Summer!

Days are nice and long,

Makes me want to sing a song.

It is hot and dry but I still sing

When I hear the ice-cream man’s bell ring.

Snow cones and ice pops keep me cool,

Even though I love the pool!

Summer is speeding by so fast,

Oh! how I wish these days last.

For when it ends, I must abondon my pool,

I really dread going back to school.

But in the end it will suffice,

Because I had the best summer of my life!

The Four Seasons
Spring Autumn

WinterSummer
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Written by :   Samaira Marcelle Gomez (Year 5A)

One peaceful day at ‘ The Wood neighbourhood’ Samaira, Nadine and Saba were in a large 
field sitting, laughing and talking. They were feeling lazy after a long day at school.                                                                            

‘’ I can’t imagine what it would be like if we were at war!’’ Laughed Saba. Samaira smiled but 
Nadine’s face hardened and she looked very serious.                                                          
‘’ Be careful what you say.’’ She was now looking worried but the two didn’t seem to hear her. 
As soon as night arrived they went up to their own homes.
‘’ Goodnight.’’ Saba said rather sleepily. The night was not good at all. Dogs began to bark, 
howl and some were whining.
‘’ Oh what now!’’ said Samaira rather crossly at midnight. As she went downstairs she heard 
sirens, screaming and shouting. Nadine and Saba were already there, apparently quite lost 
for words. People knew there was an enemy.

         Planes were approaching from every corner. Everyone including Samaira, Saba and 
Nadine’s parents were racing. Samaira grabbed her dogs,Pau and Sonic and ran with her 
fish tank towards ‘ The air raid emergency shelter’ which provided protection from bombing. 
The three girls’ parents’ grabbed their belongings and squashed their children and their pets 
inside the packed shelter. They shut the door tightly with great effort. Everything was quite 
silent for a moment but, ‘’ Oh Nibbles!’’ Saba was looking at her injured rabbit. However, 
Nadine’s kitten, Gizmo was fine. They huddled together as the planes dropped their bombs. 
Throughout the tragic night buildings were destroyed, fires blazed, many were killed and 
injured. Some were unable to reach the shelter. Chaos and confusion reigned. The planes 
eventually departed and slowly people came out of their shelters, some peeped and looked 
around. There was a lot of damage and many homes were ruined.

            After a long period of time, hard work and construction ‘The Wood’ recovered, just the 
same as before but now new security measures were taken. Saba became quite restless over 
the week.

‘’ They can just live with us then!’’ Saba was shouting at someone who was looking pathetic. 
The three girls agreed as Saba kept offering her help to all those who had lost their homes in 
the air raid.

An Air raid during World war
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Written by :   Vrinda Sehgal (Year 5B)

Everything was going good until the problems arose. The first problem was when I was sit-
ting down with the baby while Gill and Filly went to make coffee. I looked away for a mo-
ment and the baby was pulling the table cloth. ‘‘Crash”, went the plates. Filly left what she 
was doing and helped me. Filly took care of the baby while I got the broomstick and cleaned 
things up. Then Gill got the coffee and was shocked to see what happened. She put the 
coffee on the table and tried nursing her brother. Once we managed to clean up, we lost 
his milk bottle. Then, the microwave stopped working. Then we tried some ‘No-microwave’ 
recipes. But while Gill and I were baking, the baby kicked out off Gill’s hands and spilled the 
batter everywhere. Then Filly grabbed the baby and took him to another room to give him 
something he could play with. Later she came and told us that he was asleep. So Gill, Filly 
and I cleaned up the kitchen again, plugged in the microwave and put the pieces of glass in 
the dustbin. 

After sometime, Gill got a call from her mom who told her she’s on her way. So we sat down 
and played some games with the baby. Soon Gill’s mom came to pick up Gill and her brother. 
Then Filly and I had some fun. We played games and danced round crazily. So we did have 
some fun. But we swore never to do babysitting again!

Babysitting is a hard thing to do 
and sometimes it gets a little 
messy. The last time we babysat, 
it was a disaster but we fixed it. 
First, Gill and Filly came to my 
house. We were assigned to baby 
sit Gill’s brother. It was fine at 
the beginning but after that, 
well, let’s just say that it didn’t 
go so well!!
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Written by : Ng Juen Yie Ethan  (Year 6B)

 Last Saturday was a bright and breezy day. We had invited a few of our relatives for dinner to cel-
ebrate Chinese New Year.  They came and chit-chatted with my parents before we drove over to a small 
Chinese restaurant amongst a row of shop lots. We heard the food there was out of this world and the 
restaurant is normally jam-packed.

 When we arrived, we were greeted by the manager, who quickly ushered us to our table. As we 
walked further inside the restaurant we realized that most tables were occupied. The menu was checked 
out and the order was given. We waited patiently, listening to our stomachs growl. Then as soon as our 
food was served, we ate up all the food in a flash as we were hungry. However, we were still hungry and 
decided to order more food.  Finally, everyone was full to the brim. 

 However, the dinner that night cost us an arm and a leg.  We didn’t complain as the food was finger 
licking good. 

 We left the restaurant, and walked across the street towards our car which was parked a stone’s 
throw away.  As we were crossing the street, out of the blue, a motorcyclist and his rider came near us and 
in a twinkle of an eye grabbed my auntie’s handbag. For a moment, my aunt was stunted and shocked but 
then when she realized what had just happened she screamed her head off. She was kicking and scream-
ing at her assailant and was not about to let go of the handbag easily. Her screams alerted a police patrol 
car nearby. Quickly, they gave chase. Upon hearing the loud police siren the snatchers panicked and tried 
to flee the scene with her handbag. It was like a cat and mouse chase. 

 At that moment, it started raining cats and dogs, but the snatchers managed to speed away for a 
short distance before the slippery road caused them to lose control of their vehicle. They skidded off the 
road and crashed into a drain. Dazed by the crash, the snatchers who were already soaking wet like a 
sponge, quickly picked themselves out and ran like the wind to save themselves. Unfortunately, they could 
not run fast enough as they weighed like a brick wet from the rain.

But the night came to a bad end for them as they ran out of luck. Soon, the police caught up with them and 
came down hard and rounded them up. 

 The handbag was returned to my aunt, who gave a sigh of relief. Looking back, I feel the lesson 
learnt here is that it is not worth throwing our lives down the drain. There will never be a good ending for 
criminals.

The 
Snatch Bag
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Written by : Navya Neermal Khanna  (Year 6B)

  It was a horrible day as it was raining cats and dogs for hours now.  Bored of being stuck inside the house, I 
decided to call my friend Lizzie to see what she was up to. 

“Hey Lizzie, are you free to come over?” I said. The storm seemed to be raging outside. 
“Are you off your rocker Madeline?” she shouted back, over the pouring rain. “In this rain? No way!” She literally hung 
up on me. “Well, too bad!” I thought to myself.  I started dialing another number…my friend, Jess.

 “Hey Jess, are you free to come over?” “After you stole my thunder in that musical last week?!” she screamed, 
“No way!” She hung up, just like Lizzie. I was shocked, and decided to call Ruby. “Hey Ruby, are you free to come to my 
place?” “Yeah, I’ll be over at the drop of a hat,” She replied. 

 Soon, the doorbell rang. I opened it. There was Ruby, standing in the doorway. She looked stylish and trendy as 
always…. She was wearing a shirt that read ‘Excuse me while I yawn’ and she also had some ripped jeans on. “Where’d 
you get them?” I said, pointing at the jeans. “Zara. They cost an arm and a leg, so don’t you think about buying them!” 
she teased. I pouted. “Look, cut the baloney, Maddy,” she said, ruffling my hair. Ruby was twelve, while I was ten.  “Hey 
Ruby,” I said. “Do you know what happened to Jess? She said I stole her thunder,”.“Oh, Jess, she was already getting 
nasty comments from people, when you took over her part, it was like adding salt to a wound.” “I suppose that was the 
last straw for her. Bad things have been happening to her lately.”

We were silent for a while…. Thinking about Jess. She was quite close to us, and now I was feeling a bit down that she 
doesn’t want to be friends anymore. “You know Maddy, my friend let the cat out of the bag that I smuggled a phone to 
school…”. 

“That’s awful!” 

“You’re on the ball today Maddy!” Ruby said sadly. There was another silence.
“Hey, Ruby don’t cry over spilt milk!”

“I’m fine…..but I think I’d better go now…. I’m going to hit the hay. “You should too.” Ruby left.

 The next day, I woke up in cold sweat. I had a dream about Jess humiliating me in the classroom! She hit me 
with a ruler and teased me about having no friends……….
I got ready, and picked out what to wear. However, my mom had picked out a hideous green turtleneck for me to wear. 
I wouldn’t be caught dead in that thing…..so I just wore a white T shirt and some jeans. I grabbed a banana and headed 
for school. I stopped in front of Jess’s house, eager to see what she was feeling like, but then I remembered- curiosity 
kills the cat. So I walked to school alone. I met Lizzie at the front gate. “What’s up with Jess?” I asked. “Speaking of the 
devil! Here she comes!” Lizzie whispered. “I want to make it up to her!” I whispered back. “Well, the ball is in your 
court!” Lizzie 
replied.

 We watched as Jess sashayed up to her other friends and started showing off her new iPhone.
“She thinks she’s the best thing since sliced bread!” Lizzie snarled.

“What a show-off!” I said. We thought Jess was a good friend, but now we’ve found out she’s not! She gets worked up 
slightest thing that didn’t go her way! You know what….. I don’t want to deal with this anymore! No more drama! She’s 
a real show off, and I don’t need to be friends with a person like her! We ignored Jess for the whole day, walked away 
when she walked toward us. We gave her a cold shoulder and a taste of her own medicine! It always seemed like we 
got the short end of the stick, but today I felt different! I only felt this away once in a blue moon! Actually… I never felt 
this way! Jess had bit off more than she could chew! I told Ruby over the telephone about what had happened, and she 
told me that she had gotten the phone sorted out, and it was all ok! I don’t know how she did it but she did! So thank-
fully this story has a happy ending!

The 
Snatch Bag

Friends
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Written by : Maia Norhafiz (Year 7A)

Locasta sat on a stool behind the fire, hands crossed upon her lap. Her young audience gazed upon her in awe, 
awaiting the start of  her story. Locasta’s dark eyes flickered for a moment, before the fire leapt high and roared. 
Then, Locasta began the Tale of  the King and the Beggar. 

“Once, in a kingdom long ago lost to time, a malevolent king ruled the throne. His reign was tyrannical, a never 
ending storm that clouded the kingdom. His rule was based on fear, and fear alone. He was a monster, never 
satisfied. 

“He commanded his subjects to bow down to him, the people were too terrified to attempt refusal. Besides, 
those who rebelled received a fatal punishment. One day, the king visited his subjects. They screamed and 
cheered, but there was malice behind their words. 

“There was one haggard beggar who did not bother to bow down like a lowly commoner. The king thundered 
over to him, furious. 

“‘Oh, beggar!’ He exclaimed. ‘Why do you not bow down to your ruler? Are you so pathetic, naïve and igno-
rant, or do you wish to defy me? Are you afflicted with some sorry disease? He shouted.

“The beggar was silent, before replying, ‘What good is it to bow? Our eventual resting place is the same, a beg-
gar and a king.’ He gestured towards a nearby cemetery.

“Before the king could reply, the beggar threw off  his hood and smote the tyrant down, for he was a good and 
pure wizard, savior of  the kingdom.” Locasta finished, putting her arms behind her as the fire died down once 
more. 

The  Tale  of  the  King  and  the  Beggar
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Written by :  Tiffany Wong Weng Yan (Year 7B)

 A gush of cold wind landed upon my cheeks. I shivered constant-
ly, as I was walking down a street. There was nobody, so the atmos-
phere was still, pin-drop silence. The buildings on the side were tor-
mented with grotesque graffiti and looked dilapidated. A lonely street 
light was flickering dimly through the depressing night. I looked up 
at the sky. It was covered with all hues of blue and black, with uneasy 
clouds covering the pale, sickly moon. 

 Long, footsteps echoed through my head behind me, which inter-
rupted my observations and thoughts. I walked briskly, and the foot-
steps stopped. Whew! I thought, with a sigh of relief. However, I be-
came wary and cautious. Suddenly, a long, sinister laugh coming from 
a man sent chills down my spine. I looked around me but nothing was 
to be seen. I sweated profusely and ran with all my might. Why was the 
street not ending? 

“Run, foolish girl. But I will always know where you are,” that same 
voice stated.

 As I heard that statement, my heart palpitated violently and I felt 
it was about to burst. I was too overwhelmed with fear and panic that 
I couldn’t think straight. I tried to scream, but to no avail. I continued 
running towards the end of the street. 

 A long, skeletal, icy-cold finger touched my shoulder. A chill ran 
down my spine, my legs shook and I was paralysed on the spot. My 
eyelids drooped with exhaustion. The image around me was spinning 
dramatically. The next thing I knew was I was crashing to the ground 
where everything turned pitch-black. 

A Quiet Street
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Written by :  Cezorioh J. Konsoh  (Year 8B)

Time, what is time? To you, to me, no, not literally and 
no, not scientifically. What is time? Personally to you, to 
me.

Is it something you never bothered caring about? Or is 
it something you treasure, to stop it from running out. 
Running out, running out of time. What does that say? 
What does that portray? People say, “Live your life full 
of passion before time runs out.” Well, something like 
that, as cliché as you can expect.

Time, it flies, it goes by and as it does, it promises to 
heal all our wounds, we try to make it, save it kill it. But 
it’s neverending it goes on and on, and we try to chase it 
as if running a lifetime marathon.

Time is what helps everything make sense. Without 
time everything is nothing. We don’t know who we are, 
where we are. And that’s why time exists to make sense 
in everything. It gives everything, a past and a future, 
giving everything a chronological order. To help us not 
get lost, and we go through everything, hoping for the 
best, keeping our fingers crossed.

Time is what defines our duration of pain; joy. Yes it 
hurts and yet at the same time it’s wonderful. We hope 
for this duration of time to be plentiful. But we all know 
that’s not true. Still we continue to do so, hoping it’ll go 
the way you want it to.

Time doesn’t wait for anyone. It goes by like the wind. 
It decides to carry those who move through time and 
learn as they go and it leaves behind those who do not. 
Leaving you behind to face all that’s left behind. What 
you never let go of. That makes you too heavy for time; 
the wind to carry.

Time doesn’t discriminate each second is for you and for 
me. We all live 60 seconds per 
minute, 60 minutes per hour. So how do you use it, how 
do you make the most of it?

You see a hummingbird can flap its wings 90 times in a 
single second. Their wings of blue, silver, sapphire and 
emarald flap with wonder and magic. Unfortunately for 
you and for me, we can’t witness this wonder any longer, 
to yonder it goes. It’s got things to do and places to be, 
and so it just vanishes within the blink of an eye.

But if you think that’s impressive. Listen here my friend, 
listen here, a fly can flap its wings 1000 times in a single 
second. Well I’m not a fan of flies but you can’t deny 
that’s pretty gosh darn impressive. But with all of that 
glory an average male fly only has a life span of 30 min-
utes then it dies.

If I were that fly. My life crammed into a solid 
30 minutes. I will make sure every second every minute 
counts.

And that leads to you. How are you spending your time? 
Let me tell you something here dear friend. It’s time to 
stop. Stop waiting for a dream to happen. Stop waiting 
for when the time is right. Let me tell you, every day, 
every night shall be planned out, well spent. Why to-
morrow when there is today, why did you hesitate when 
there was yesterday? 

So let go, let go of all your insecurities, let go of the past 
that’s making you too heavy for time; the wind to carry 
and spend your time, working for what you want in life.

We waste our time too much saying our lives are boring 
and wasting time trying to kill time. Not realizing that 
time, is slowly killing us. We are slowly headed towards 
death. And time is the captain of this death ship. So 
what are you doing about dying. Just like that fly we are 
all just similar. It’s just how we use our time that mat-
ters. Make choices without saying “I should have chosen 
the latter”, because you can’t turn back time.

My dear friend time can be easily misconceived, but 
your understanding about time should just be the same, 
to you and to me. Don’t waste time, make the most of it. 
Thanks for spending a little of your time with me.

Time
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Written by : Evann Matthew  Gomez  (Year 8B)

When I was about eight years old,
Way oblivious and young,
I had only one goal,
To get a video game done. 
Staying up on long nights,
Going through a mental fight,
I turned off all the lights,
And got consumed in my efforts 
To reach new eights,
Each level was a part of a big mountain,
Increasingly raining pain on me 
Like a fountain,
The mountain got steeper,
My involvement got deeper,
My ego closing in on me,
Like a grim reaper. 

About four months ago,
I kind of liked this girl,
I took it as a challenge,
Started talking to her,
And thus developed another hill,
But only this time I got over it 
Through the power of will,
Sure, lots of feelings took over,
The hill looming on me like 
The white cliffs of Dover,
But I succeeded,
I climbed it and
Now I'm here. 

Mountains are everywhere, 
You’ve just gotta take the challenge and Climb 
them,
And if you fall down,
You better creep back up behind them,
Nut as you climb, something grows 
Inside of you, I’d call it my amigo,
To some a beast, to some a friend, 
A thing called ego,
It pushes you forward,
It pulls you back, 
It can shower you with success,
It can curse you with lack,
It can make the mountain steeper,
Or it could make it sheerer,
But I know without my ego,
I wouldn’t be here. 

Sometimes a mountain can have many Twists 
and turns,
It can leave you with scars,
It can leave you with burns,
But when you reach the top,
You get this sense of reward,
The challenge has tied around you,
A kind of cord,
Which victory loosens,
It sets you free,
Strengthens you for the next mountain,
Blesses you with humility. 

Mountains build in our minds from our Efforts 
to climb them,
There’ll be many obstructions,
You just have to remind them,
That you are your own person 
And can climb your own mountains,
That one day the success will 
Rain down on you like a fountain.

Mountains
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Written by : Chan Nickee (Year 9A)

This is a story set in the 1930s, in the perspective of a young boy aged nine, who experienced 
the Dust Bowl.

Dark clouds, is all I see. Its huge head, the figure of a monster, rolling and closing in. I shiv-
ered, my hands wrapped around my knees. The ground scratched against my feet, while its 
uneven surface tickled my bottom. I waited in the silence while the ruins towered over my 
little body. Slowly and carefully, the huge mast of dust darkened the horizon. It acted like a 
demon, destroying innocent lives and hurting everyone it touched. The world had to come 
to an end.

I was facing all my fears earlier than I had expected. My parents said they’d never leave 
me, yet here I am, all alone. I am only nine after all. I have little knowledge of caring for 
myself, and I have a feeling no one’s searching for me. I shifted uncomfortably, my eyes still 
glued on the huge monster approaching my little homely village. There is no other way to 
describe the feelings I felt. It was traumatizing, watching my beloved school crumble to 
ashes. Where is my family when I need them? I couldn’t tell whether it was day or night. 
The thick dust wall blocked out the sun, causing confusion on what time it was. It felt like I 
had been here for days. Days of crouching in my demolished home, scared to death to ask for 
help. Where is everyone? This place feels deserted. If I go out, the glass shards may scrape 
by bare feet. So there I sat, watching my village dissolve into the air, fading ,like a scene in 
a fictional storybook. However, as much as I’d love for it to be fake, it wasn’t. It was real, 
right in front of my eyes. I sat helplessly, while people suffered, their screams distant, but 
clear. It was tormenting my soul. The oversized monster rolled in faster and closer, and I 
could hear the wind howling furiously outside.

To my surprise, I stood up, and ignored the pain in my feet. I groaned in despair and marched 
through the obstacles. I was stunned, and worried when I saw what damage the creature 
had done to the people’s food. They were scattered all over and destroyed. The monster had 
attacked all our food from its place. It represents evil, in the darkest of ways. I was lost, 
hungry and terrified. Without realising what I was doing, I ran through the wreckage. I 
don’t know how much blood I lost, how parched I was, and how long I will stay awake to 
witness the disaster. Perhaps, it was never going to end. Slowly, my vision began to blur 
and I felt my head hit something hard. That was the last I remembered of the Dust Bowl.

The Black Blizzard
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Written by : Cristen Ng Mei Ann (Year 9B)

I scoffed and slouched, typing inaudibly under my seat until I found a yellow sticky note stuck under my seat. 
Curious, I took it. It read ‘DON’T OPEN ME’ on the front, provoking curiosity. I gave in and opened it. Inside 
it read:

‘Whoever dare open me,
And as curious as he may be
Do not open Locker 23
In fear of what you may free’

At first I suspected Alissa Lionel, she sat behind me and could easily have stuck the note there. But when I 
turned around, she was occupied texting on her phone she hid from break time. I frowned, deep in thought. 
Maybe Blake? He sat beside me and was caught one too many times picking his nose. He always had it out 
for me. I ferociously turned to give him the nastiest stare in the world but was shocked when I found out he 
was absent.

I analysed the note once more. The handwriting didn’t match anyone’s in class. I was quite upset that I 
couldn’t figure out who it was, until a light bulb lit up above my head so bright it blinded me. ‘Wait! Maybe 
it’s real!’ I thought.

‘I need to go to the toilet,’ I remarked towards Mrs Wall confidently. ‘Go ahead, but hurry, I’ll be moving on 
to land-living mollusc soon’ I nodded and left. ‘Locker 23’. That was Simon Park’s locker, until he got caught 
with a knife. It was the locker next to the janitor’s closet. ‘No one goes there anymore, is it even open?’ I 
questioned.

I made my way to the locker and hesitantly touched it. It opened instantly. ‘What you might free’ I read, now 
frightened and confused but persistent. Inside the locker was nothing but dust, and cobwebs. I looked around 
it for more notes, writings, even knives! But nothing could be found.
I turned around and got ready to walk away, my spirits down and my head sagging in disappointment. How-
ever, something at the back of Simon’s locker glinted. Excited, I picked it up.

A knife. As expected. I began to look again and soon another note was found stuck to the bottom of the lock-
er. My heart raced. It read ‘CURIOUSITY KILLED THE CAT’ and the back of the locker fell back to display at 
least 40 knives being thrown in my direction!!!

Muffled sounds were all I could make out from Mrs Wall’s monoto-
nous lesson on the behaviour of sea living molluscs. I dreaded this 
lesson. Every Wednesday, at 11:10am. I’m close to certain every 
child in this class detests this subject as much as I do.

Suzy Lee uses the hour of Science to apply a fresh coat of nail 
polish to all her ten fingernails, whilst Keith James uses this time 
rather wisely-he plays ‘Mario Kart’ on the Nintendo he sneaks in. 
Once I saw Caspar Bunting eating a salad, Mrs Walls didn’t even 
notice him!

I was about to doze off to the sound of Mrs Walls mumbling as 
my lullaby, when a paper ball knocked me right in the head and 
woke me right up. Agitated, I sat right up and looked around to 
spot the culprit. Squinting, I scanned the room but couldn’t close 
the case.
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Written by : Lim Zi Bin Bryan (Year 10B)

  It was the early hours of Sunday morning when I awoke to a disturbing, disoriented dream. I wish 
I hadn’t woken up, as things seemed worse. I looked out the window of my little cottage, located just 
a minute from Parsons Green. The atmosphere outside portrayed a dark depressive look filled with 
anxiety. I pondered, to how I was awoke. It was the staircase light which father must have forgotten 
to turn off.

  He wasn’t in his room, for our morning hugs and kisses. I missed the time mummy would be here. 
Turns out, father never returned, how he must be working so hard just down at East Putney. I tip-
toed down the stairs, with a glaring eye. There was a hustle, and it felt chilly, smack bang in the 
middle of July! I proceeded with my routine of two hash browns and a hard-boiled egg. The fridge felt 
rather packed with additional items that seemed to be sweating. It was probably taken out from the 
freezer a few steps away, but none of that mattered.

  As I tried to enjoy what was my favourite breakfast, it seemed rather difficult. The fridge and freezer 
had to be repaired, as there were red liquid droppings below and in front, or grease. Consequently, I 
set off for East Putney, as I couldn’t wait to see father, and tell him about the morning chills I had, 
horrible breakfast and home equipment malfunctioning. It was rather an empty street, like a boule-
vard of broken dreams. It started to downpour with heavy rain, which calmed me down as to why it 
was so cold. But yet I had to turn back for home. I had mixed emotions at this point.

  As I entered and turned the lock, I noticed a flashback. When I left the cottage for the first time this 
morning, I didn’t have to unlock the door. Maybe it was a simple and careless mistake, I never knew. 
At least for the fact that I took it that way. School holidays just began, and as usual, Mr Whitaker 
gave me a load of essays to write. I did it at the dining table, knowing the time was only 4 in the 
morning. I suddenly had this glance of a knife in front of me. I looked left and right, as soon as I saw a 
dragon fruit, I knew I was safe, or maybe. It was a dagger no one has seen before, coated with grease 
at its tip. Seems as though father had tried to dismantle the freezer. At least, I took it that way. Pro-
ceeding, I continued what was an unusual morning.

  After happily completing a piece, I wrapped up my work and headed for the study room. Father 
always lectured me on how to see various aspects of life, but he never let go of my hand. He would 
chastise me for simply walking into his study room, but there was not much I could do about it. I en-
joyed helping father scrap off a day in the calendar, and so I did, only to find out that yesterday was 
Saturday.

  I stormed out, recalling what happened. It was just a night where I went to bed early. Father’s shoes 
were on the shoe rack, his personal belongings were by the tableside, and his glass of water still evap-
orating. Father never left home. I turned my head and saw the knife. I rubbed my eyes, it was blood. 
My head turned at a ninety degree angle at the freezer, with “grease” drippings. I knew what was in 
the freezer. And something else I knew, I knew that things would be different from now on.

I knew things would be different from now onI knew things would be different from now on
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 As the night grew thicker and darker, the seemingly pitch black sky was 
only lit up by the suspiciously eerie moon peeping through from behind the 
clouds. As time passed, hour by hour, Giselle sat by her bedside window, watch-
ing as streetlights were beginning to flash off.

       Alone at home, Giselle stayed up watching the night sky to admire it in its 
peak of reign. As the lights slowly flickered off one by one, she found herself to 
be staring at a woman, in a dilapidated state, dressed in old rags, covered in 
streaks of dirt, barefooted, with fingernails caked with substance that resem-
bles as if someone ferociously ate chocolate cake. Her hair came down to her 
hips, ratted and unkempt. A glimpse of her face showed her bulging eyes, crook-
ed nose, and chapped lips, matching her hideous pale skin.

        To Giselle’s surprise, the woman stopped in her tracks, and stood beneath 
one streetlight that oddly shone alone. As Giselle’s gaze met the eyes of the lady, 
a sharp, piercing stare seemed to be staring past Giselle’s body.  A chill ran 
through her spine, and her hands became sweaty just by looking at the un-
known woman. A blank expression!

       Goosebumps began forming as Giselle felt her fright, for what seemed to be 
an eternity staring at the lady. As soon as Giselle came back to her senses, she 
diverted her gaze and hurriedly shut her blinds. However, curiosity killed the 
cat! As Giselle peeked through her blinds once more, only to find the woman, in 
her front yard. The clock then caught Giselle’s attention, as it displayed “03:29” 
on its surface. Seconds pass, as the clock chimes as “03:30” is now displayed. 
Following the bell of the clock, the ring of her doorbell begins going off, echoing 
and filling the emptiness of the house. A spike of fear shoots and fills Giselle’s 
body, as she slowly peeps through her blinds, to find the unsavoury woman 
gone.

      A sigh of relief starts to take over Giselle, as she feels the slightest bit of com-
fort.

      A deep breath, followed by heavy knocking on Giselle’s closed door, and the 
rattle of the doorknob.

The Closed Door

Written by : Najwa Inaya Hartanto  (Year 10B)
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Written by : Sharifah Farisah Syed Azlan (Year 11A)

Here I am, happily swimming in my home, at last. What a struggle it has been. For two years, I’ve been 
dreaming of coming home, and here I am.

   It all started two years ago, when I was just stargazing by the shores of a small Caribbean island. From a 
distance, I could hear the life of humans in the city, but they were far, so that didn’t really scare me.  Seconds 
later, I found myself struggling under a net; I have been kidnapped! They sprayed a gas on me, that made me 
unconscious.

   The next morning, I woke up to what seemed a huge glass box filled with water. I was trapped in there, and 
further away from my box, behind the sea of human heads I saw a shark that was surely depressed, along 
with artificial corals. The flashes from the humans gave me nostalgia, and they were tapping on my glass. I 
was shaking, so full of fear.

   Finally, after what seemed like ages, they went away. A man approached me, and whispered, “what a beau-
ty”, and dumped a bucket of what I thought was food. It turned out to be minced fish meat! It was revolting, as 
I only realised after consuming it, that I had eaten my own friends. I was so disgusted, I threw up, and my box 
had to be cleaned. 

   After about a week, I was transferred to a small glass box in a quiet place, with big black fluffy creatures 
and white dogs with black spots on them. There were also humongous animals with trunks, I wasn’t scared of 
them, as I could sense they meant no harm. I was curious, so I looked around and saw the banner “CARIB-
BEAN CIRCUIS”. I thought this would be a better place to stay in, but I was wrong.

   A man forced me to do tricks that night, and poked my tail with a spear. And it was the same all over again, 
like Déjà vu. Humans, flashes and noise, everywhere. My box was tiny, I could barely move, and most of it 
was covered with a banner that said “MERMAID”. 

   One fine day, a man that looked slightly like my fellows from the South China Sea arrived, and observed 
me. I could sense his curiosity and sense of pity, out of those slit black eyes and dark skin. He was a human 
that I know there is no harm in him. He said something to me, and I answered, only after everyone was away 
to the dogs.

   “Can you speak?”, He asked.
   “Yes. I need help, please”, I pleaded.

   I told him everything, and he had a plan of escape. That night, after op-
erating hours and all the guards went home, he came. It was in the quiet 
hour, maybe around a couple of hours before the break of dawn, and all 
the creatures were asleep. He shone a light at me, then at himself. Those 
small black eyes. I knew I could trust.
   He carried me to a truck, and put me in a box where the humans keep 
their drinks in the litter cans. He drover the truck, and I could feel myself 
going home. The box was really cold and uncomfortable, but I knew I was 
safe near him. 

   We finally arrived to the shore, and he carried me till it was deep 
enough for me to swim. I thanked him by giving the necklace with a small 
shell that I have been wearing since the day I was born. He also gave me 
a necklace, with the tooth of an animal. This way, we’ll never forget each 
other.

   I watched him thread back to the shore, and he glanced back, waving. I 
waved back, and dived down into the blue, also known as my home.

Home at Last
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Written by : Avvari Sai Divya (Year 11B)

Home at Last
I walked along a road that I was sure would have been familiar to me at one point of time, but was 
now unrecognisable. It was dry and dusty, the tar cracked due to the unbearable heat. It was in a 
part of the world that was always either the lush green of summer, the cold white of winter or the 
cooling orange of autumn. To see the road that would’ve once been surrounded by towering trees 
with leaves of different colours according to the season, now reduced to a dull waste almost brought 
me to tears. But I had seen the entire world crumble, all of us had. What more was one road?

Our beautiful earth ravaged by no one else but us, humans. The atmosphere that sustained our lives 
thinned to almost nothing. What was once a colourful rich earth turned to yellow dust, slowly be-
ing swallowed by boiling seas. Our emissions trapped in the air we breathe, everyone dying. Death 
was no longer an if, it was a when.

On the edge of the horizon I could make out a line of blue, the air was blurred allowing me to see 
the heat waves I already felt on my skin. I felt a throb of hatred at the sight of the boiling water 
consuming the landscape. It was the water that had separated me from my family.

Two weeks ago the first floodings began, taking with it thousands of people. A rampage of many 
trying to escape the scalding water had ruined homes and separated countless families. I was swept 
away not by water but by humans as my family yelled for me frantically, holding on to each oth-
er tight. And now I didn’t know where I was. I just wanted to get back to them before the water 
drowned our part of the land as well.

I walked and walked and walked desperately hoping to find my family. And finally I see a familiar 
area. I walk faster and turn, my hope soaring and I see, in the distance, the settlement I was sepa-
rated from.

The idea that my family might be there sends a frenzy of energy through my body. I break into a 
desperate run, my eyes searching, until at last, I see them.

I watch as they catch sight of me and run towards me. I fall to my knees as the draw nearer. I look 
behind them and watch as a wall of water swallows the people behind them.

We knew our time was coming, no one cared. They joined me on the ground, all of us waiting 
for the inevitable. Waiting, not in silence, but chattering as if nothing were happening, our hands 
clasped together. I thought, as I took one last shuddering breath and felt the water engulf me, that 
I was home at last.
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Year 1 ARt
Eryssa Mohd Nazrul
Year 1A
Hand Art

Yashvi Amol Chougule
Year 1A
My Castle

Hrishikesh Rana
Year 1A
Birds in the tree

Sammie Foong
Year 1A
Butterflies

Saanvi Sharan Shetty
Year 1A
My Aquarium

Yashmitta Balasubramaniam
Year 1B
Nature

Navya Kannmma
Year 1B
My Robot

Adam Rudi Herklots 
Year 1B
Sunset View
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Year 2 ARt
Swara Keluskar
Year 2B
Peacock

Ada Asif
Year 2A
My House - Collage

Raahul Navindran
Year 2A
My House - Collage

Branden Ezra Ram
Year 2B
Vehicle - Motorbike

Kush Gupta
Year 2B
Vehicle - Helicopter

Mohamad Firdaus Mohd Fitri
Year 2B
Vehicle - Ship

Elya Edry
Year 2A
Bird

Mohamed Zayan 
Year 2A
Bird
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Year 3 ARt

Rebecca Polachirackal Abraham 
Year 3B
Geometrical Pattern

Daania Nadyne Hartanto 
Year 3A
Movie Poster - Finding Nemo

Kanishka Dev Kumarvel
Year 3A
Movie Poster - Little Mermaid

Mahealani Putu Hood
Year 3B
Shape Pattern

Mahaveer Singh Jaspaljeet Singh
Year 3B
3D Hand

Muhd. Ingkubharata Diaz
Year 3B
Texture

Surhuthee Doraisingam
Year 3A
Batik Pattern
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Year 4 ARt

Cordelia Jasmin Polko
Year 4B
Waterlilies

Kohana Singh
Year 4B
Umbrella

Irene Rhea
Year 4B
One-Point Perspective

Salwa Aisyah Hartanto
Year 4A
Pointillism Landscape

Sanjiive Balasubramaniam
Year 4B
Flamingo - Mixed Media

Anshul Bangalore Aratish
Year 4A
Texture Studies

Rachelann Marie Hashini
Year 4A
Pop-Up Card

Asyanur Fauzana Muhd. Fauzan
Year 4A
Paperbag Craft
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Year 5 ARt
Alyssa Lee Pei Lin 
Year 5B 
Cool Harmony Composition

Pralhad Narayan Shanbhag 
Year 5A
Colour Study

Jennifer Jegan 
Year 5B 
Warm Harmony Composition

Meheira Rao Mathew 
Year 5A 
Cool Harmony Composition

Saba Khosroyar 
Year 5A 
Warm & Cool Focal Point

Vrinda Sehgal 
Year 5B
Colour Study

Samaira Marcelle Gomez 
Year 5A
Cool Harmony Composition

Lara Prashanti Kunalan 
Year 5B
Colour Study
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Year 6 ARt
Harshini Muthiah 
Year 6B
Sunset View

Syaira Zain 
Year 6A 
Polar Bear - Mixed media

Perry Wong Hsien Ee
Year 6B 
Marine Life

Zaina Amir 
Year 6B 
Carpenters tools

Zachary Teh Rui Ming
Year 6A 
Marine Life

Nyla Norhafiz 
Year 6A 
Dry Leaf - Colour pencils

Muhammad Shaik Mohiddin 
Year 6A
Sunset View

Ng Juen Yie Ethan
Year 6B 
Dry Leaf - Colour pencils
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Year 7 ARt
Lay Kye Xern 
Year 7B
Flower - Mixed Media

Belinda Sarah Dendawacana
Year 7B 
Butterfly - Mixed Media

Felicia Ang 
Year 7B 
Butterfly - Mixed Media

Maia Norhafiz
Year 7A 
Fish - Mixed Media

Tiffany Wong Weng Yan 
Year 7B 
Carpenters Tools

Zoharin Amina 
Year 7A 
Butterfly - Mixed Media

Alesha Iman Mohammed Faiz
Year 7A
Fish - Mixed Media
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Year 8 ARt
Muhammad Keywafiata Diaz 
Year 8A
Playing - Mixed Media

Annabel Ding 
Year 8B
Nature - Mixed Media

Art & Design collaboration with French Language 
- Puppets for Le Petite Prince production 
by Year8 students

Hemisha M. Ganesh Kumar 
Year 8A
Nature - Mixed Media

Cho Wonhee Kai 
Year 8B
Le Petite Prince - Mixed Media

Evann Matthew Gomez 
Year 8B 
The Pilot - Mixed Media

Kiran Raj Kumar
Year 8A 
Playing -  Mixed Media

Manav Sital Jethwani 
Year 8A
The Fox - Mixed Media

Erryshca Sharma 
Year 8B
The Fox - Mixed Media
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Year 9 ARt

Ananya Sai Avvari 
Year 9A
Lettering Design

Ellysha Sashvinaa Nair 
Year 9B
Lettering Design

Resyifa Mahayu Diaz 
Year 9A
Self-Portrait - Cubism

Lee Ai Ying Keesha
Year 9A
‘Sweets - Mixed Media

Safia Zain 
Year 9B 
Self-Portrait - Cubism

Yeong Wing Yan Zoe 
Year 9B
‘Sweets -  Mixed Media

Ismar Eriza Allya 
Year 9A
Sweets - Mixed Media

Karina Kong Yi Zhen 
Year 9B 
Lettering Design
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Year 10 ARt

Cho Yoonhee Eleanor
Year 10A 
Inside the drawer - Mixed Media

Mrinalini Shrither 
Year 10A 
Still-life - Mixed Media
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IGCSE ARt
Sam Xuan Ning Vanessa 
‘Poster’ Paper 2 Art & Design 
IGCSE 2018

Noah Bin Mohd Ridzwan
‘Textural Contrasts’ Paper 1 
Art & Design IGCSE 2018

Keshav Prasant Rao (9A) 
‘Pulled Apart’ Paper 1 
Art & Design IGCSE 2018

Keshav Prasant Rao (9A) 
‘Mural Design’ Paper 2, 
Art & Design IGCSE 2018

Ishita Logaswaran (9A) 
‘Pulled Apart’, Paper 1 
Art & Design IGCSE 2018

Radhika Sehgal (9A) ‘A view 
through a gate’ Paper 1, 
Art & Design IGCSE 2018

Radhika Sehgal ‘Poster-Flea 
Market’ Paper 2, 
Art & Design IGCSE 2018

Ng Jia Cheng, Brandon (9B) 
‘Hanging Plants’ Paper 1, 
Art & Design 2018

Sam Xuan Ning, Vanessa 
‘Pulled Apart’ Paper 1, 
Art & Design IGCSE 2018
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Making Fruit Kebabs @ Year 1

We made fruit kebab during our English Class.

First, we picked some fruits we wanted. Then

we cut the fruits and put them into a bowl. Then, 

we mixed honey and yoghurt together. Then, we 

poured the yoghurt into another bowl.

Then we dipped and ate.
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Cooking with 
Ms Maureen 
@ Year 2

Learning how to
follow instruction
using a receipe.

Students made a 
sandwich and took 
turn filling it with 
fillings of their 

choice!!
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Year 3 Greek 
Project

 Just before  the pupils of year 3 could 
wind up and adjourn for their Christmas 
holidays, a fun-filled Greek day was 
planned on Thursday 14th December 2018, 
to support our topic of ‘The Ancient Greeks’ 
The day was organised to help bring the 
curriculum alive for the children. 

To add to the atmosphere and excitement, 
for one day only the students of year 3 at 
Tanarata International Schools in Kajang 
ditched their school uniform for tunics, 
sandals and laurel wreaths as they turned 
the clock back by more than 2,000 years. 
Yes, they came to school dressed in Greek 
style clothing!

“They had a fantastic time spending the 
day in Ancient Greece and have learned so 
much about the culture of the times."

As part of the event, the students were given an 
opportunity to express their historical knowledge and talk 
on various topics, such as Greek Olympics, Geography 
and climate, the famous battles of Marathon and Salamis, 
the currently popular Greek touristic islands and definitely 
not forgetting, the famous temple, Parthenon!

They had a chance to feast and indulge in tasting a free 
range of scrumptious and rich Mediterranean spread 
of grilled chicken, Greek style wraps, sour cream dip 
with cucumber, carrots, olives, feta cheese and a bowl 
of fruit medley. “It was a truly hands-on, fast-paced 
and sensational day in which the children thoroughly 
immersed themselves,” said Ms Deepa.
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Year 4 Literature Project
Based on the story - 'Alice's Adventure in Wonderland,' 

children created a miniature theatre (Diorama) in the box depicting 
different scenes from the story.

Scene : Falling down the rabbit hole
Team : Rachelann, Tiffany, Chan & Shafi

Scene : Falling down the rabbit hole
Team : Luke, Abigail, Bhargav, Irene & Sanjiive

Scene : Falling down the rabbit hole
Team : Xin Tian, Akkash, Shanice, Jerald

Scene : Falling down the rabbit hole
Team : Saket, Rayyan, Stefan, Safreen, 

Lakshman Logesh

Scene : Mad Teaparty
Team : Anastasia, Anushka, Raffidz, Sonakshi

Scene : Mad Teaparty
Team : Nimanpreet, Kohana, Erica, Dhanush 

Scene : Mad Teaparty
Team : Ankita, Akshath, Pei Xuan, Asyanur

Scene : Mad Teaparty
Team : Kaeshen, Alana, Salwa, Ni Hui, Lakshan 

Mohan

Scene : Mad Teaparty
Team : Jack, Sherisa, Cordelia, Raehan

Scene : Falling down the rabbit hole
Team : Bliss, Akshainie, Manisha Anshul
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This group project was conducted during our 
Geography lessons. At this time, the students 
interacted among themselves and participated 

actively too.

PROJECT
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GREAT LEADERS OF THE PAST
@ Year 5

A cross-curricular project was presented 
by the Year 5 students, in the form of a 
monologue. Through the pages of their 
History book they were introduced to 
some most impaction people to ever hold 
prominent positions of power. Peter the 
Great, Genghis Khan, Nelson Mandela 
and Akbar the Great were some of these 

great leaders of the 19th century that they became familiar with. 
They rehearsed hard for weeks on end to put up a spectacular act. They had their costumes and 
monologues ready. Daksha took the role of Genghis Khan and was absolutely amazing when he spoke 
about his conquests from Central Europe to South China Sea from Siberia to the Indian Ocean. 
Krishan was no less when he walked on stage as Nelson Mandela. It was unimaginable to watch a 
puny figure like him with a booming voice. He was oozing with confidence and when he was done he 
was honoured with a thunderous applause. 
Pranav, as Akbar the Great, did a brilliant act. His attire was impeccable, nothing different from 
what The Great Akbar wore – the ornaments, the footwear, the head-wear and dresses of the Mughal 
period.
There was also Christopher Yip as Napoleon Bonaparte, Tegjot as Peter the Great, Chung Kai Sze as 
Mao Tze Tung and Thej as King Mongkut. 
The presentation gave the students a feel of how to present an act on a stage, in front of so many 
audience. It motivated them to look forward to more such presentations. They became familiar with 
all these great leaders and gain lots and lots of confidence.
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Business Project
 - Year 9

The Year 9s embarked on a project 

to  ra ise  money for  di f ferent 

charities during Term 3. The Year 

9As decide to bake cookies and 

sell T-shirts for Teachers Day, The 

Year 9Bs were separated into two 

teams, one sold custom mugs and 

chocolate bars and the other sold 

cupcakes and f loats. All profits 

will be donated to the following 

organizations:

Year 9As: Center for Orang Asli Concerns was donated RM 2585.00

Year 9Bs (TheChocolateMug): Living Hope was donated RM 1092.12

Year 9Bs (Cloats&Co.): Angels Children’s Home was donated RM 1864.00

Living Hope. The organisation was founded in 2007 by Dr Peggy C. Wong. Living Hope strives to assist 
underprivileged children by providing food and education to the poorest of the poor children living in 
Malaysia and internationally

Angels Children’s Home is an organization dedicated to 

providing homes for Orphans, Abused, Abandoned and 

Underprivileged Children

The Center for Orang Asli Concerns was established in 

1989 to advance the cause of the Orang Asli whether 

via the greater dissemination of Orang Asli news and 

views, assisting in court cases involving Orang Asli 

rights, or in developing arguments for lobbying and 

advocacy work.

With the support of the students of Tanarata, the Year 

9s raised a total of RM 5541.12 collectively during 

the span of Teachers Day.
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We are proud to be Tanaratians
Our school, a place for all to shine

Through work and play, we seize the day
To build a future that is bright

Armed with knowledge values and friendship
We are driven to contribute

Come what may we’ll sail with grace
For your light will guide us through

We are Tanaratians
Inspired to contribute

Through work and play we seize the day
And honour what is right

We are Tanaratians
Inspired to contribute

Through work and play we seize the day
Our school is a guiding light

Nothing can bring us down
Cause we will stand together
Nothing can bring us down

Nothing, nothing

We are Tanaratians
Inspired to contribute

Through work and play we seize the day
And honour what is right

We are Tanaratians
Inspired to reach new heights

Through work and play we seize the day
Our school is a guiding light

We aRe TanaRatians

School Song
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